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education. The success of this initial
experimental program became the
foundation for the industry, govern-
ment, and individual collaboration
known as the Accident Prevention
Program, which later became the Avi-
ation Safety Program. For the past 37
years, these programs have been a
major influence in reducing aviation

Why Change? 

On June 30, 1970, the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) com-
pleted the evaluation of an innovative
two-year conceptual program aimed
at reducing general aviation accidents.
From its inception, the purpose was to
enhance aviation safety through public
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accidents and runway incursions. 
The remarkable achievements of

the Aviation Safety Program would
never have been possible without the
shared efforts and expertise of the vol-
unteer “team” of individuals and or-
ganizations that bonded together to
accomplish this common goal. But,
advancements in technology, expan-

Introducing the FAA Safety Team
by Kathleen O’Brien and Keith Ballenger



sion of world aviation markets and
the FAA’s own evolutionary quest
to provide the highest possible de-
gree of safety in air transportation
while maintaining fiscal responsibil-
ity, have rendered the internal
structure of the old Aviation Safety
Program obsolete. 

The FAA has progressed from
strictly a governmental oversight
entity to an organization that
proactively seeks the most effec-
tive methods to promote aviation
safety beyond regulatory compli-
ance. Great success has been re-
alized with the introduction of the
Air Transportation Oversight Sys-
tem (ATOS) and the Surveillance &
Evaluation Program for Title 14
Code of Federal Regulations (14
CFR) Part 121 air carriers. Begin-
ning October 1, 2006, the FAA will
use similar risk management and
System Safety engineering princi-
ples to develop new programs
aimed at reducing all facets of avi-
ation accidents, including general
aviation, with the introduction of
the new FAA Safety Team, or
FAASTeam.

The FAASTeam will develop
systematic and targeted products
to effectively reduce accidents in
areas where there has been limited
success in the past, or that were
previously outside the scope of the
old Aviation Safety Program. While
the FAA will continue to ensure
regulatory compliance, the best
way to realize the next significant
incremental reduction in aviation
accidents will be through identifica-
tion of risk causal factors. Then
specific products and programs
can be developed in partnership
with the aviation community, to
systematically reduce or eliminate
those risks.

How Will This Change
Occur?

The FAA’s mission is to provide
the safest and most efficient aero-
space system in the world. Today, this
is being accomplished using a con-
cept called System Safety and its core

value of risk management. System
Safety simply says that a product will
be safe when, and only when, it is de-

signed that way. In other words, safety
cannot be inspected into a product. It
must be built in from the beginning.
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Applying System Safety principles is a
deliberate and calculated process.

For System Safety to work, it as-
sumes that the organization that pro-
duces or manages a product has a
fully functioning system. It must have
the people, materials, equipment,
tools, software, and facilities to sup-
port its product and they have to be in
good working order. That’s one of the
basic challenges for general aviation.
An individual owner/operator doesn’t
always have an organized “system” to
function within or readily available to
guide them in their aviation endeavors.

Secondly, when the system exists,
it must be continuously protected from
unnecessary and unwanted risk by
applying risk management techniques.
The organization or individual must
constantly be looking for concerns or
hazards that have some likelihood of
occurring, and that would have any
degree of severity.

Again, many general aviation op-
erations are constantly exposed to risk
because they have little or no system
to support their operation. Risk man-
agement sometimes consists of as lit-
tle as a weather briefing, so it’s no sur-
prise that this segment of aviation
accounts for the highest fatal accident
rate. (See Figure 1)

When there is a complete and well
functioning system, then we can begin
to apply risk management principles.
You have a solid foundation to work
with that can be readily adapted or
modified to meet risk. It’s then, and
only then, that System Safety attrib-
utes can be effectively applied.

System Safety builds a safety net
around your system. It assures that
someone is held responsible for safety
and has the authority to ensure its
continued use. It guarantees that there
are detailed procedures to be used
and not just policy statements, a cul-
ture of corporate history, or just good
intentions to accomplish goals. 

System Safety then makes sure
that there are controls in place to see
that the procedures are being fol-
lowed, and that there are process
measures to make sure you are get-
ting what you want from your system.
Finally, System Safety demands that

there are interfaces between the vari-
ous components of the system, so
they are all “singing the same tune”.
(See Figure 2)

While System Safety is much eas-
ier to apply to larger organizations with
depth of resource, it still translates di-
rectly from the mega air carrier to the
individual general aviation owner/oper-
ator. The way the FAA Safety Team will
encourage the use of this new philos-
ophy will be through Safety Manage-
ment Systems.

A Safety Management System
(SMS) is an integrated set of work
practices, beliefs, and procedures for
monitoring, supporting, and improving
the quality of safety and human per-
formance in an organization. Safety
Management Systems recognize the
potential for errors and establish ro-
bust defenses to ensure that errors do
not result in incidents or accidents.
For example, analysis of risks com-
mon to general aviation aircraft opera-
tions shows that 75.9% of the fatal
accidents occur in personal flying. Of
that number, coincidentally, 75.9% are
pilot induced.  Finally, the category of
flying that historically is the most lethal
is weather related and, according to
the AOPA Air Safety Foundation’s
2004 Nall Report, continued visual
flight rule (VFR) flight into instrument
meteorological conditions (IMC) ac-
counts for 87.5 % of those accidents.
It doesn’t take much analysis to realize
that if we can design a Safety Man-
agement System that includes specific
defenses against continued VFR flight
into IMC, we can immediately realize a
huge reduction in fatal accidents.

How would that be applied to you
as a general aviation owner/operator?
It would most l ikely begin with a
FAASTeam safety seminar that points
out the hazards of continued VFR
flight into IMC, targeted for a spring or
fall presentation where these acci-
dents are most prevalent. More in-
depth information could be conveyed
through a course of on-line training,
made available through the Aviation
Learning Center, along with specific
tools to help you use an aeronautical
decisionmaking process to avoid this
type of hazard.  The Web site is

<www.faasafety.gov>.  These tools al-
ready exist in various forms, like the
“3-P” Risk Management Process (Per-
ceive, Process, Perform) and the
“PAVE” Personal Minimums Checklist
(Pilot, Aircraft, enVironment, External
Pressures).  Finally, practical applica-
tions of these tools could be made
available for you to apply your knowl-
edge in a no risk environment. The ap-
plication of your newly acquired skills
and tools would be accomplished
using flight training devices or per-
sonal computer aircraft training de-
vice-based scenarios, guided by an
instructor. 

By managing risk in this manner,
we can help you build relationships
that will form your own system of pro-
tection with procedures, equipment,
materials, tools, software, people, and
facilities, the same way airlines do.
The new FAASTeam Safety Manage-
ment System products will promote
collaborative partnerships that will aid
you in identifying and avoiding hazards
that can lead to accidents. Your per-
sonal SMS could include:

• Detai led inspection record/
checklists recommended by
your mechanic or fixed base op-
erator for assuring aircraft air-
worthiness status and determin-
ing the aircraft’s condition for
safe flight. This could include
repetitive airworthiness direc-
tives and time-life limited com-
ponents.

• Formalized weather brief ing
documentation, recorded and
compared to established per-
sonal minimum checklists to aid
in making objective “Go / No
Go” decisions. 

• Procedures for use of passen-
gers as Crew Resource Man-
agement sources.

• Routine and documented post-
flight reviews for risk analysis
and adjustment of personal min-
imums.

• Regularly scheduled skill im-
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provement training sessions with
appropriate flight instructors in
areas where you have per-
formed self-analysis and identi-
fied needed improvement. 

• Identification of methods and
procedures to recognize “trig-
gers” of accident chain events
and predetermined escape
methods.

While the safety tools we have ad-
vocated in the past are still valid today,
the emphasis of the FAASTeam will be
in the way these tools are produced,
offered, utilized, and improved. Our
success will be dependant upon cre-
ating a support system that will enable
you to adopt and easily use the tools
and that provides feedback so that
your newly developed safety manage-
ment system can be constantly im-
proved.  The faasafety.gov Web site
will be the link to providing that feed-
back.

www.faasafety.gov

Delivering information and training
to airmen when they need it, in an
easily accessible format, is essential to
the FAASTeam implementation. The
<www.faasafety.gov> Web site will be
the FAASTeam cornerstone for collec-
tion and dissemination of critical avia-
tion safety information. The Web site is
designed to respond to national, re-
gional, and local airmen needs. When
you sign-up, you can specify your
preferences for the kinds of informa-
tion you wish to receive and specific
geographic areas. The Web site cur-
rently includes:

3 Immediate notification of local-
ized or national safety situations that
affect you

3 Safety Program Airmen Notifi-
cation System (SPANS)

3 Airmen educational courses,
readily available in an open, user-
friendly format

A good example of the type of
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courses that will be provided in the
Aviation Learning Center is “Navigat-
ing the DC ADIZ, TFRs, and Special
Use Airspace.” This course is a thor-
ough review of the Washington ADIZ
and TFR specific regulations along
with general information governing
Special Use Airspace. Each chapter is
clear and concise with appropriate
graphics and background documents.
After completing the course you can
test your knowledge with the attached
exam and print out a certificate of
successful completion. As FAASTeam
programs develop and expand, air-
men will be able to use this educa-
tional resource to build their knowl-
edge on a variety of subjects that
have been identified as critical risks to
flight safety and to assist them in
managing those risks. 

Who’ll 
Make It Happen?

The transition period from the Avi-
ation Safety Program has already
begun. One of the main questions
being asked is, “What will happen to
the Aviation Safety Counselors when
the Aviation Safety Program sunsets?”
The answer is that the FAASTeam will
still need enthusiastic, dedicated, and
motivated persons and organizations
to join the FAA Safety Team. These
new volunteers wi l l  be cal led
FAASTeam Representatives and Part-
ners.  They will be instrumental in pro-
ducing, coordinating, and mentoring
Safety Management System pro-
grams ranging from 14 CFR Part 121
air carriage to Light Sport aircraft op-
eration and maintenance.

The major reason why the coun-
selor designations will expire on Sep-
tember 30th, 2006, is that there will
no longer be a Safety Program Man-
ager position. Instead, the FAASTeam
will be selecting FAA inspectors as
new FAASTeam Program Managers
based upon a number of requirements
including areas of subject matter ex-
pertise, airmen domicile populations,
numbers of resident air carrier and air
agency certificates, accident statistics
and trends, along with geographic
considerations. The reality is that there

may not be a FAASTeam Program
Manager (FPM) in every Flight Stan-
dards District Office (FSDO). Some of
the new FAASTeam Program Man-
agers will have responsibility for geo-
graphic areas that include more than
one FSDO district.  

The new FAASTeam Program
Managers will be actively seeking vol-
unteers from the aviation community
to act as FAASTeam Representatives
and Partners. These persons will be
highly respected and proficient individ-
uals who are passionate about man-
aging a FAASTeam program within
their geographic area of responsibility.
FAASTeam Lead Representatives will
direct and guide FAASTeam Repre-
sentatives in the accomplishment of
programs developed and sponsored
by the FAA Safety Team.

Getting Started

As with any type of change, initial
uncertainty or skepticism is normal.
But the FAA Safety Team will build on
those areas where we have been very
successfully in the past and build new
programs for areas of risk that have
yet to be addressed. However, the
new FAA Safety Team’s success is
wholly dependant on the partnership
between the FAA and the aviation
community working together to make
measurable advances in aviat ion
safety. These successes will be im-
possible without the collaborative ef-
fort of businesses and individuals with
a shared passion for aviation and who
champion safety. Working together,
we have the opportunity to continue
what has succeeded in the past, while
making new and significant progress
never before possible.  

The FAA Safety Team will be just
that, a team of individuals, business,
and government working toward a
common goal. Come join the team!

Kathleen O’Brien is the Safety
Program Manager for the Flight Stan-
dards District Office in Long Beach,
California, and Keith Ballenger is the
Western-Pacific Regional FAASTeam
Manager. 
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MARK

YOUR

CALENDARS
story and photos
by H. Dean Chamberlain

T
he dates of this year’s Sun ‘n
Fun Fly-In are April 4 to 10.  By
the way, if you have not made
your travel reservations, the

time is running out for finding a nearby
motel.  If you plan on flying to Lake-
land, Florida, for the event, now is the
time to start planning your flight and
collecting your trip information.   For
those of you whose flight takes you
near the Washington, DC, area, you
need to review the latest information
about the Washington Air Defense
Identification Zone (ADIZ).  Pilots who
violate the Washington ADIZ and other
special use airspace in the greater
Washington area, such as the Prohib-
ited Area (P-40) over Thurmont, Mary-
land, can expect an unwelcome es-
cort by a military or law enforcement
aircraft.  The FAA offers an online
course at <www.faasafety.gov> that
would be a useful refresher on this
subject (See page 35 for details).  Of
course, all pilots need to check for
any last minute temporary flight re-
strictions (TFRs) that might impact
their whole route before any flight.

The annual FAA Notice To Airmen
(NOTAM) for the event has been pub-
lished.  You can find it on the FAA’s In-
ternet Web site <www.faa.gov>, the
Orlando Flight Standards District Of-
fice Web site, and the Sun ‘n Fun
Web site <www.sun-n-fun.org>.  The
effective dates of the NOTAM are April
2 to 10.  Please note the NOTAM im-
plementation date is before the public
opening of the Fly-In.  The earlier im-
plementation date allows the airport to



shut down select runways and naviga-
tion aids in preparation for the event. 

The NOTAM has specific proce-
dures for the different types of aircraft
expected at the Fly-In.  For example,
there are procedures for VFR and IFR
airplanes and those airplanes without
radio.  There are special procedures
for ultralight vehicles, helicopters, war-
birds, and high performance aircraft.
Several of these aircraft types have
their own special areas of the airfield
reserved for their use with their own
entry and exit procedures. Seaplanes
will be operating in and out of Lake
Parker.  

An important part of the NOTAM
is the list of air traffic control facilities,
their frequencies, their locations, and
periods of use in the central Florida
area.  The FAA will have a temporary
non-automated Flight Service Station

(FSS) located in the FAA Safety Center
on the south side of the airport within
the Sun ‘n Fun area of the airport for
weather briefs and flight planning and
filing from April 3 to 10 from 0600 to
1900 hours local.  The temporary FSS
will be open on April 11 from 0600 to
1400 hours local.  Pilots need to re-
view the NOTAM for flight plan filing,
VFR and IFR, and when and how to
close both VFR and IFR flight plans.
The St. Petersburg Automated Flight
Service Station (AFSS) is available for
complete services 24 hours a day by
dialing 1-800-992-7433 in the local
area or by using the direct dial tele-
phone on the west end of the FAA
Safety Center building.

For those pilots flying to the Lake-
land Linder Regional Airport (LAL) for
the Fly-In, the following are some of
the general guidelines listed in the

NOTAM. 
• Because of the number and dif-

ferent types of aircraft, each with its
own unique flight requirements, flying
to and from the Lakeland and central
Florida areas during the Fly-In, all pi-
lots flying in those areas are advised to
watch out for other aircraft in all quad-
rants.  Some of those aircraft may not
have radios or transponders. 

• For aircraft without transpon-
ders, there is a special procedure for
flight along the Mode C Veil of the
Tampa and Orlando Class B airspace.
Remember, entry into Class B air-
space requires ATC authorization.

• To help others see your aircraft,
pilots are asked to turn their landing
lights on within 30 miles of Lakeland.

• A waiver for reduced separation
standards for category 1 and 2 aircraft
is in effect.  These are primarily single-
and light, twin-engine aircraft.

• Be aware of the airport’s dis-
placed thresholds and multiple touch-
down spots.  ATC will specify which
spot to use.  The NOTAM shows
which runways and taxiways can and
cannot be used.

• The control tower will be open
and the Class D airspace will be in ef-
fect from 0630 to 2130 hours local.

• The special NOTAM procedures
will be in effect from 0700 to 2000
hour local from April 2-10.

• Do not operate in the Class D
airspace south of the airport.  Other
aircraft operations and procedures will
be in effect in that area.

• Air Traffic controls the north side
of the airport.  Sun ‘n Fun controls the
south side of the airport.

• Prepared aircraft parking signs
described in the NOTAM will expedite
your parking.

• Any type of student and practice
flights are “highly discouraged” during
the Fly-In.

• Limited grass field operations
are available during the Fly-In.  See the
NOTAM for details.

• Tie-downs are required.  You
need to bring your own.

• The south side of the airport is
closed from 1930 to 0630 hours local
from April 2-10.

• The airport is closed each day
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from April 4-10 for the air show.  The
air show area is from the surface to
10,000 feet MSL within a five statute
mile radius of the airport.  The hours
each afternoon from April 4 to 9 are
from 1345 to 1730 hours local.  On
April 8 there is also a night show from
2000 to 2200 hours local.  On April
10, the show hours are from 1145 to
1400 hours local.

• Because of the number of de-
partures after the air show, arrival traf-
fic is not normally accepted until 1800
hours local.  

• Special permission from the air-
port manager, Sun ‘n Fun, or Air Traffic
Control is needed for any arrival or de-
parting traff ic while the airport is
closed for the air show.

• Runway 5/23 is closed from
March 31 through April 12.

• Closed taxiways are marked
with orange cones.

• The ILS and NDB/GPS Runway
5 approaches are shut down from
March 31 through April 12.

• The VOR Runway 9 is shut
down from March 31 through April 12.

• Do not make unnecessary radio
transmissions where procedures state,
“monitor the frequency only.”

• Rock your wings with “gusto”
for airborne acknowledgements.

• After landing, do not stop on the
runway.  You need to clear the runway
quickly.

• Do not stand on, near, or walk
across runways.

• Watch out for and comply with
the hand signals of the red-shirted air
traffic controllers working the runway
for landing or departing traffic. 

• During this period, an IFR reser-
vation system is in effect for Lakeland
and nearby airports.  The NOTAM has
complete details for IFR flights to and
from the Lakeland area and for select
IFR operations along the U.S. south-
east coast.

Flight Service Station 
Support

The following guidelines relate to
maximizing the best way to utilize your
flight planning support.

• Inbound VFR flights should in-

clude an extra 30 minutes to the esti-
mated time en route to allow for any
unexpected delays at Lakeland.

• Pilots should make sure the
color of their aircraft is listed in the re-
marks section of the flight plan.

• Pilots are asked to close their
flight plans while airborne with the ap-
propriate Flight Service Station be-
cause of possible delays in parking.

• The NOTAM lists the appropriate
frequencies and process to use for
contacting Flight Service for opening
and closing flight plans.  

• Because of the volume of traffic,
pilots are asked not to air file or ask for
complete weather briefings airborne
during the hours of 0600 to 1900
hours local with the St. Petersburg
AFSS.

• IFR pilots who don’t close their
flight plans airborne and retain their
IFR clearance until landing must con-
tact Tampa Approach on 120.65 MHz
after exiting the runway to cancel their
IFR clearance.

• Pi lots are asked to monitor
121.5 MHz while airborne and before
securing their aircraft to check for any
inadvertent ELT activation or actual
accident.  En route, any 121.5 MHz
ELT signal with its distinctive alert
sound should be reported to the near-
est air traffic facility along with the time
and location of first hearing the alert,
hearing the strongest signal, and hear-
ing the last signal.

• The NOTAM includes a section
listing the Lakeland and surrounding
airports where airfiles and changes in
destinations for IFR flights will not be
accepted except in case of an emer-
gency.

• The frequency for contacting the
Lakeland temporary FSS (Lakeland
Radio) is 122.05 MHz during the Fly-In
to activate and close VFR flights.  The
hours of operation are 0600 to 1900
hours local.

Lake Parker 
VFR Arrival Procedure

The single most important arrival
procedure for aircraft arriving at Lake-
land for Sun ‘n Fun is the Lake Parker
VFR Arrival Procedure.  The reason is
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most of the VFR airplane traffic will use
the procedure as well as those IFR ar-
riving flights when conditions are re-
ported at or above 3,000 feet and five
miles visibility.  

The NOTAM explains the Lake
Parker procedure in detail.  If you have
not flown the procedure in several
years, the current procedure goes
from the Power Plant at Lake Parker
westbound to Interstate Highway 4 (I-
4), then southwest bound along I-4 for
about three miles.  At the golf course
on your left, turn due southbound for
the airport.  The golf course is about
three and a half miles north of the air-
port.  Head for the blue-roofed termi-
nal building at the airport.  You need to
keep the orange water tower off your
right side and the “cake” water tower
off your left side.  No side-by-side fly-
ing is permitted inbound from Lake
Parker.  All aircraft are to remain in trail
for safety purposes.

The NOTAM explains in detail the
altitudes and airspeeds each type of
airplane is expected to maintain.  The
NOTAM has photographs of the pro-
cedure for pilots to review.

ULTRALIGHT VEHICLES AND 
HELICOPTER OPERATIONS 

The NOTAM provides special pro-
cedures for ultralight vehicles and heli-
copters.  Basically, these procedures
call for ultralight vehicles to enter the
south side of the airport from the
south-southwest corner and cross
East-West Road below 500 feet above
ground level (AGL).  Ultralights are to
remain west of the large airport build-
ings.

Helicopters are to enter the south-
east corner of the airport from the
southeast at or below 500 feet AGL
and remain east of the large airport
buildings.  

Although all of this traffic is sepa-
rated by the large buildings on the
south side of the airport, at and below
500 feet AGL, this traffic needs to
watch out for other types of aircraft,
including certain warbirds, that will be
approaching the south side of the air-
port inbound from the south above
these altitudes. 3
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P ilots work hard for their first
license and all the ratings
they receive after it. Every
certificate brings with it pride

and a sense of accomplishment. They
enjoy flying and soon begin to ponder
the possibilities of flying and getting
compensated for it at the same time.
Of course, many pilots obtain Com-
mercial and Airline Transport Pilot cer-
tificates and do just that. They make
flying a professional career. Other pi-
lots may fly as a private pilot or fly ex-
perimental airplanes, occasionally
considering the possibilities of receiv-
ing cash or some consideration for
their flying. Let’s examine when that’s
permitted and when it’s not.

Private Pilots

First, let’s look at the circum-
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stances that a private pilot, flying a
standard category aircraft, may see
dollars or other benefits coming their
way—all of which happen to be ex-
ceptions to the general prohibition of
private pilots accepting compensation
for flying an aircraft as pilot-in-com-
mand where persons or property are
carried (Title 14 Code of Federal Reg-
ulations (14 CFR)section 61.113).

1. Incidental to Business—Not so
controversial is the “incidental
to business or employment” ex-
ception where the pilot may fly
an aircraft in the conduct of
his/her business, so long as the
flight is incidental to that busi-
ness, not the business itself.
Nor may passengers or prop-
erty be carried for compensa-
tion or hire on the flight.

2. Pro Rata Share of Operating

Expenses—If a pilots receives
contributions from passenger(s)
equal to their equal share of the
direct expenses of the flight
(limited to fuel, oil, airport ex-
penses or rental charges), so
they pay not less than their pro
rata share of those expenses,
the fl ight is not deemed for
compensation or hire. Recovery
of capital expenses, such as
amortizing hangar rental or in-
surance costs, are not consid-
ered direct operating expenses.

3. Search and Rescue—Pilots
participating in search and res-
cue operations sanctioned by
local, state, or federal agencies
that conduct such operations
may receive reimbursement for
aircraft operating expenses,
similar to the pro rata share lim-

Are You
Flying For
Dollars?
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itations: fuel, oil, airport expen-
ditures, or rental charges

4. Aircraft Sales—A Private Pilot,
with 200 hours of flight time or
more, acting as an aircraft sales
person is permitted to demon-
strate an aircraft for sale to a
prospective buyer. There is no
assumption of compensation.

5. Charitable Airlift—Charitable or-
ganizations raise money occa-
sionally by accepting volunteer
pilots to fly the general public.
(Real charitable organizations;
ones that have an IRS § 501 (c)
3 tax exemption, not just a
good, local cause for raising
money.) The passengers make
contributions to the organization

in exchange for their flights.
These f l ights must be con-
ducted under 14 CFR section
61.113 (d), which requires,
among other l imitations, a
seven-day advance application
to the local FSDO, no formation
or aerobatic flights and specifies
only standard category aircraft.

Key Terms

Reviewing the exceptions for Pri-
vate Pilots helps set the tone for un-
derstanding other limitations for re-
ceiving compensation for f ly ing
passengers or property. Closely scruti-
nizing the key terms will give us more
insight into how they are interpreted.

For example, the term “compensation”
is interpreted to include much more
than dollars and cents. For many
years cases have set the precedent
that compensation encompasses a
wide range of benefits—almost any-
thing of value. Specific examples have
included: tax deductions, free flight
time in rental aircraft, fuel or credit at
an FBO, even the fact that a person
may “owe” the pilot a favor for their
services as a pilot. For example, if the
pilot receives a tax deduction for con-
tributing to a 501 (c) 3 tax-exempt or-
ganization, albeit no cash, fuel or serv-
ices, such as a fl ight benefiting a
museum or hospital, that is still con-
sidered compensation. Compensation
has also been interpreted to include
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reimbursement for fuel on a flight for a
medical emergency trip to a hospital. If
a benefit, even a theoretical one, is re-
ceived, such as a favor owed, that’s
compensation.

Another term worth examining
more closely is “pro rata share” or
splitting expenses. The application of
this expense sharing concept is limited
to flights that, most likely, would have
occurred without the expense sharing.
In other words, the pilot and passen-
gers are flying to a destination the pilot
determined. Even a pro rata share of
the expenses that is applied to flights
that only the passenger desired to fly
to are, essentially, commercial flights.
A simple test is to apply the “common
purpose” standard. Are both the pilot
and passenger going to a destination
that benefits each—not just flying to a
location the passenger determined?

Experimental Aircraft

Many aircraft certified under the
Experimental Exhibition category offer
intriguing possibilities to pilots and the
public alike, particularly the chance to
fly in a former military jet fighter or
trainer that can demonstrate perform-
ance that far exceeds light aircraft.
Combine that with the fact that these
aircraft are also, by almost any stan-
dards, expensive to fly and operate,
consuming 10-20 times the fuel of
light aircraft. The result is that many
owners of these high performance jet
aircraft seek to reduce their operating
costs—and there is no shortage of
willing participants from the pilot com-
munity and the general public to make
contributions. A tempting combina-
tion. Let’s review the applicable regu-
lations and determine when receiving
compensation is permissible.

Similar to the Private Pilot restric-
tions on flying for compensation or
hire, Experimental aircraft are, gener-
ally, prohibited from carrying passen-
gers or property for compensation or
hire (14 CFR section 91.319) by any
person, Commercial and Airline Trans-
port Pilots included. Passengers may
be carried, but owners and pilots may
not “sell rides.” And, like the 61.113
restrictions, there are exceptions. 

Training

To earn a rating in an Experimen-
tal category aircraft, it is necessary to
receive training. It also makes sense to
provide for legally compensating an in-
structor providing those services. The
Experimental Aircraft Association
(EAA) arrived at that conclusion and
then legally pursued the matter several
years ago, receiving a exemption for
paid instruction in Experimental air-
craft. Provision was made for that logi-
cal conclusion in the latest change to
14 CFR section 91.319, eliminating
the need for individual exemptions. So
training is one of the permissible activ-
ities for which a passenger may be
charged a fee.

Limits

Some further interpretation or
analysis would be beneficial to add a
good faith limit on this exception that
authorizes fees. For instance, instruct-
ing a person with no Student Pilot li-
cense or someone with that certificate
and 20 hours of flight time in an air-
craft that has a prerequisite of 1,000
hours of flight time before taking a
flight exam for a rating to fly the air-
craft, seems unrealistic. In fact, flying
non-pilots or very low time, inexperi-
enced pilots and charging for “instruc-
tion” would appear to be an attempt
to stretch the regulation permitting
fees for instruction beyond its reason-
able limit. Assuring the “student” has a
reasonable probability of applying the
training and obtaining an aircraft rating
(or concluding that it is not something
they want to do, even though qualified
by flight hours) will keep the flight
training for fees inside the prescribed
limits.

Another issue surfaces when
training pilots in Experimental category
aircraft. Some of the high performance
jet aircraft, usually referred as Surplus
Mil i tary Turbine Powered Aircraft
(SMTPA), are used for training pilots in
recovering from unusual attitudes, or
in airline parlance “upset training.” As
a result of air carrier and corporate jet
accidents and increased emphasis on

pilot proficiency, the training seems to
be well accepted as having the poten-
tial to increase safe operations.

Pilots simply wanting to experi-
ence a loop or roll in an aircraft can
probably do so with an instructor and
aerobatic light aircraft at almost any
general aviation airport. However, real-
istic recoveries from jet aircraft in an
upset condition are probably better
accomplished in jet aircraft. So that
type of training seems not only war-
ranted, but a contribution to safety.

The area of concern presents itself
in two directions. One, is the upset
training really upset training—not just
flights of amusement by those who
are seeking a thrill from high G aero-
batics? Two, is the training that is of-
fered something that the participant is
suited for? For example, if the sup-
posed upset training invites inexperi-
enced or non-pilots to experience in-
verted f l ight or aerobatics in an
Experimental-certified SMTPA for a
substantial fee (and there are plenty of
willing participants), it would most
likely slip into the selling rides category
and not be authorized.  That is not to
say that there may be several legiti-
mate upset training businesses. They
would offer real training to pilots who
would find it relevant to their careers.

Closely related to the upset train-
ing issue is the “simulated air combat”
training offered by some SMTPA oper-
ators. If the service provided is merely
a tail-chase flight between two non-pi-
lots, with instructors in the back seats
encouraging their pseudo military
combat antics, safety suffers and the
situation is no more than a thrill ride
business.

Aircraft For Rent

Generally, Experimental category
aircraft may not be rented or leased.
However, relatively new in the regula-
tions governing Experimental category
aircraft is the ability to receive a fee for
aircraft used in training. Like the use of
standard category aircraft for training,
where fees are charged, this provision
seems to make sense. The aircraft
owner/pilot/instructor may, if they re-
ceive a letter of deviation under 14
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CFR section 91.319 (h), charge a fee
for use of his/her aircraft for flight train-
ing. Only for flight training and only
with the letter of deviation may fees be
charged. FSDOs will issue the letters
under the guidance of their operations
manuals.

Exhibitions

Most of the SMTPA jets are certi-
fied in the Experimental Exhibition cat-
egory. That’s the basis for their airwor-
thiness certificate. So it only makes
sense that these aircraft are not only
permitted to be exhibited, but by pol-
icy (FAA Order 8130.2F) owners are
encouraged to exhibit them. Fees for
exhibitions are not an exception from
14 CFR section 91.319, but present a
different situation. Without transport-
ing passengers or property for hire
(prohibited by 14 CFR section
91.319), there is no such restriction on
exhibition. You can display the aircraft
and get paid a fee—or fuel or some
other benefit. That display may include
a static display or flight exhibition.

No rides for passengers, no con-
flict with the federal aviation regula-
tions. However, there are some areas
for concern. For example, receiving
fuel for an appearance or demonstra-
tion flight, or cash for that matter, is
fine. However, accepting an offer like:
“We’ll add a few hundred gallons of
fuel to your allocation, if you take
Bobby Joe, one of our big sponsors,
for a local flight.” Now you are accept-
ing fuel for a passenger-carrying
flight—receiving compensation for
transporting a passenger, this is es-
sentially back to the “selling rides”
scenario. Pilots are advised to avoid
that sort of temptation, which certainly
exists from an effort to please air show
managers and sponsors, plus an op-
portunity to demonstrate the aircraft
with free fuel.

Another issue related to receiving
compensation sends us back to Private
Pilot privileges. While flying and receiv-
ing compensation for exhibiting or
demonstrating an Experimental Exhibi-
tion category aircraft is permissible
under 14 CFR section 91.319, there is
a question of the compensation issue if

the pilot is licensed as a Private Pilot.
No problem for a Commercial Pilot. Be
certain to check with the FSDO repre-
sentatives monitoring the air show; they
will likely confirm that interpretation.

Special Exemptions

So, pilots who go to an air show
and see an aircraft that is obviously a
former military aircraft and is most
likely flying under an Experimental Air-
worthiness certificate (or other re-
stricted airworthiness certification) of-
fering rides for compensation may
wonder: “How can they do that?” I will
explain now. You may see, for exam-
ple, a B-17 operated by a non-profit
organization, such as the one flown by
the EAA, that has applied for and re-
ceived a exemption from 14 CFR sec-
tion 91.319 and other relevant regula-
tions. Specifically, there are a few such
aircraft that have shown by petition to
FAA that they have substantial historic
value. Consequently, they have re-
quested a unique exemption from the
relevant federal aviation regulations to
“. . . operate the B-17 for the purpose
of carrying passengers for compensa-
tion or hire on local flights for educa-
tional and historical purposes.”

The exemption is not granted sim-
ply by a request but must be sup-
ported by operational, maintenance,
and safety practices that are thor-
oughly documented for a non-profit
organization. Do not expect to receive
such an exemption unless the aircraft
the organization expects to operate
for compensation or hire has both the
historic value and the documented
operational, maintenance, and safety
standards required.

Photography

An activity that can generate com-
pensation for Experimental aircraft is
photography. Generally, it is consid-
ered incidental to the flying, or it is an
exhibition of the aircraft—each a per-
missible use of the airplane for com-
pensation. Let’s address the good
faith limit on this exception to the pro-
hibition on receiving compensation.
Realistically, taking along a throw-

away camera and shooting a few
snapshots of a passenger does not
qualify for a “photography” flight. Usu-
ally a photography flight would be a
serious movie or video venture that
was intended to be something other
than a fun flight with a take-home
video clip. Serious video or movie ef-
forts fall into a different category—
probably a commercial venture with
adequate equipment, adequate capi-
talization, and adequate safety pre-
cautions. An easy way to determine
the permissibility of receiving compen-
sation is to look at the true purpose of
the flight:  is it for taking photos, a
movie, or video? Or just a ride with
some photo documentation?

Exhibition Flights

Exhibition flights are often con-
ducted at air shows. There may be
additional regulations that apply to
these flights limiting passengers from
occupying seats, being approved to fly
in waivered airspace, flying formation,
or other restrictions. Just because it is
an exhibition of the aircraft does not
eliminate other restrictions. Be certain
to comply with those limits as well as
the one for receiving compensation.

Check Regulations

Hopefully, this review of the limita-
tion on Private Pilots and pilots and
operators of Experimental Exhibition
aircraft has been helpful.  When in
doubt, check the regulations or call
the local Flight Standards District Of-
fice.  Knowing when compensation is
permitted will keep the public pro-
tected and pilots free from scrutiny.  

Douglas Gilliss is a former USAF
pilot, with Airline Transport Pilot (LR-
JET) and CFII certificates, with Experi-
mental Aircraft Ratings in AV-L29, AV-
L39, CA HA-200 and N-T28 with
more than 5,500 flight hours. He is a
Designated Pilot Examiner for Experi-
mental Jets and Safety Counselor. He
holds Master of Business Administra-
tion and Juris Doctor Degrees and
serves as Chairman of the Board of
the Classic Jet Aircraft Association.
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T
his article is an update on the
FAA/Industry Training Stan-
dards (FITS) program.  Since
it has been a while since I

wrote about FITS, the following is a
brief overview of the FITS concept.

Historically, major leaps in general
aviation technology and/or capability
have been accompanied by an in-
crease in related general aviation (GA)
accidents.  For example, in the 1940’s
there were accidents involving the
then new high performance
Beechcraft Bonanza.  In the 1950’s,
the new light twins caused an increase
in GA accidents.  In the 1960’s the
new business jets were involved in
more accidents.  The single-engine
Grumman Yankee had a higher acci-
dent rate compared to similar type air-
craft in the 1970’s.  The Piper Malibu
was involved in several high profile ac-
cidents in the 1980’s.  The same was
true of the Cirrus aircraft in the ‘90’s.  

The GPS systems and glass
cockpits being installed in today’s GA
aircraft is the next leap in GA technol-
ogy.  The FAA wanted to do some-
thing about this new leap in technol-
ogy before this new technology
caused an increase in the GA accident
rate.  Studies were conducted, and
the collected data were analyzed.  The
results were as expected.  Most GA
accidents are still caused by pilot
error.

The next thing we had to figure
out was what was causing the pilot er-
rors.  We sent teams to visit organiza-
tions that have the lowest accident
rates.  The teams visited air carrier
and military training programs to learn
what they were doing and what GA
was not doing.  Not only did we visit
air carriers and military training facili-
ties, we researched zero error tolerant
operations like nuclear, fire,  and police
organizations.  The main differences
between the training they gave and
traditional GA pilot training was that
these organizations used scenario-
based training (SBT) rather than what
we called maneuvers- based training
(MBT).  Further research that looked at

both of these methods further sup-
ported the need for incorporating sce-
nario-based training in general aviation
pilot training.  The FITS team then
began adapting what they learned
from these other operators and indus-
tries into general aviation training.  

The question became one of how
can SBT improve flight training?  Done
correctly, the research indicated that
SBT can more quickly develop the
pilot aeronautical decision making, risk
management, single-pilot resource
management, and situational aware-
ness skills needed in today’s National
Airspace System (NAS).  The con-
cepts of scenario-based training, sin-
gle pilot resource management, and
learner-centered grading are required
criteria for FITS acceptance of a flight-
training syllabus.  To answer the ques-
tion I get all the time, no, we are not
eliminating skills practice.  It is impor-
tant that pilots have psychomotor
skills (stick and rudder).  FITS incorpo-
rates skill development into realistic
scenarios.  Within the FAA’s Principles
of Learning this is known as the Princi-
ple of Intensity.  For additional informa-
tion on these concepts, you can go to
the FITS Internet Web site at
<http://www.faa.gov/education_re-
search/training/fits>.  

So, where are we now?  In my last
article, I reported that Middle Ten-
nessee State University (MTSU) pilots

averaged about 90 training hours for a
combined private/instrument training
course (in a FITS- accepted course
approved under  Title 14 Code of Fed-
eral Regulations (14 CFR) section
141.57, special curricula).  This was all
aircraft flight time since MTSU did not
have any simulation devices.  A sec-
ond cadre of students went through
the same program, but this group also
used a Level 6 Flight Training Device
(FTD). Thirteen of these students have
completed the course with an average
of 64.1 flight hours and 13.7 FTD
hours.  To me, 77.8 hours total time is
amazing since it is estimated that the
national average number of f l ight
hours for only a private pilot certificate
is around 70 hours.  What is also eye
opening is that the courses were iden-
tical, except for the FTD.  The stu-
dents who substituted some flight
time with FTD time required even less
overall training time.  I know that the
average person does not train in a uni-
versity setting, but even in this training
environment, setting private and in-
strument certification normally takes
are 120 to 130 hours. 

In the fall of 2005, MTSU took a
group of private pilots and placed
them in the its instrument-rat ing
course using in the glass cockpit Di-
amond DA-40 aircraft.  This group of
students is being taught based upon
the tradit ional maneuvers-based
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training method.  With data gathered
from this research group’s  training,
we should be able to determine if the
training results obtained from the first
two training studies were due to the
FITS method of training or due the
use of  to the a i rcraf t /g lass
cockpit/FTD.  Data collection and
analysis continues.

We are also getting other data. Pi-
lots who have gone through the
Cessna Factory Transition course and
the Cirrus Factory Transition course
have been given surveys to complete
concerning their training.  The data
from these surveys are is being evalu-
ated to make FITS better for the pilot
in training.  Again, this is a specific
population.  They are normally pilots
purchasing a new aircraft or flight in-
structors who work for a pilot training
school that is purchasing a new air-
craft.  To try and get a broader pilot
population, we have implemented a
new on-line FITS survey.  To use the
on-line survey, Accepted FITS Flight
Syllabus and Accepted FITS Syllabus
(no flight) training providers can add
the names of their instructors to the
FITS log-in survey database. This is
done by training providers logging in
and adding users.  Instructors will then
need to provide their students with
their username and password. The
URL of the survey is <http://
fits.aero.und.edu/index.php>.

Students may review the survey
data by logging into <http://
fits.aero.und.edu/Homepage.php>.
They will need to use the username
“fits” and password “data” or use the
username and password they were
given to complete the survey.  If the
student completed the paper version
of the survey, the student will need to
obtain the username and password
from their instructor or use “fits” and
“data.”  Training providers need to en-
sure that the instructor has been
added to the user list and assigned a
username and password before offer-
ing it to the student.

Training providers may review the
data by logging into <http://
fits.aero.und.edu/Admin.php>.  Train-
ing providers that If you do not have a
username and a password should

contact Dr. Charles Robertson at
<robertso@aero.und.edu>. 

Most FITS course acceptance is
now being transitioned to the local
Fl ight Standard Distr ict Off ices
(FSDOs).  At the time of this writing,
we have completed the FAA inspector
training, but written guidance has not
been incorporated into the inspector
handbook.  By the time you read this,
inspector guidance should be in the
final steps of being published.  Once
published, FSDOs can begin process-
ing requests for FITS acceptance from
part 61 and 141 pilot schools and part
142 training centers.  Acceptance of
FITS acceptance of training from origi-
nal equipment manufacturers (i.e.,
Adam, Cessna, Cirrus, Garmin) and
from nationally distributed training de-
velopers ( i .e. ASA, King School,
Sporty’s, Jeppesen) will still be done
by the FITS Program Manager in FAA
Headquarters, Washington, DC.

We have gotten comments from
some instructors and course develop-
ers supporting FITS, but they are still
unsure how to do FITS.  We have
been working on that in two ways.
First, there are three new documents
on the FITS Web site:  a Course De-
veloper’s Guide, an Instructor’s Train-
ing Module, and an Inspector’s Train-
ing Module.  Second, the FITS team
has been conducting a FITS Instructor
Seminars around the country.  This
free, all-day seminar is developing into
a “how to” FITS training course.  We
have put on four WINGS-approved
seminars already.  The first was in
Frederick, Maryland, sponsored by the
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association
(AOPA) and Avemco Insurance; the
second was in Denver, Colorado,,
sponsored by Adam, Jeppesen, and
the National Association of Flight In-
structors; the third was in Daytona
Beach, Florida,, sponsored by Embry-
Riddle Aeronautical University; and the
latest fourth was in Wichita, Kansas,
sponsored by Cessna.  We have the
funding to do at least one more.  It is
tentatively scheduled for April 22,
2006, in Duluth, Minnesota, spon-
sored by Cirrus and the University of
North Dakota.  We are working on
funding to do at least five more semi-

nars in the next year, including one at
Airventure® in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
Although these seminars are oriented
towards flight instructors, anyone in-
terested in FITS is all are welcome to
attend.

If you live in these areas where the
courses have been held, and have not
heard about these seminars, it means
you have not registered on
<www.faasafety.gov> to receive FAA
safety information.  I encourage all pi-
lots to register for the free information.
(yes, it is free).  You should automati-
cally receive e-mails of all safety semi-
nars in your area.  If you are not regis-
tered, you can search for seminars in
your area by going to
<www.faasafety.gov>, click on the
SPANS link at the center of the page
and search by place (Zip Code, state,
or airport) or subject (Keywords).   

Finally, we are refining the generic
FITS syllabi.  To get them developed in
the limited amount of time we had, dif-
ferent organizations developed them.
Although all of the basic information
was correct, there were some minor
inconsistencies between them, and
the formatting was not very good.
The formatting and inconsistencies
have been fixed. Also, new and  train-
ing information has been incorporated.
Most of these refinements were made
from comments we received from in-
dustry.  As more information comes in
and lessons are learned, we will con-
tinue to refine all FITS documents and
syllabi.

Well, there you have it.  FITS con-
tinues to gain acceptance.  Profes-
sional educators know that the tenets
of FITS are a better way to teach pi-
lots.  But there is still a long way to go
before the FITS tenets become just
the way of doing business, and not
something new.  I encourage everyone
to read through the FITS documents
and provide me with your comments.
My e-mail address is
<tom.glista@faa.gov>.

Tom Glista is an Aviation Safety In-
spector in Flight Standards’ General
Aviation and Commercial Division and
is the FITS Program Manager.
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W
hen does a group of
parts or a machine that
looks like an aircraft re-
ally become an aircraft?

Is it when the last rivet is driven?  No.
Is it when the last piece of masking
tape is removed?  no.  Then it has to
be when it is issued an airworthiness
certificate—that has to be when it be-
comes an aircraft.  No again.  So,
when does it become an aircraft?  

The machine becomes an aircraft
at the time of registration with the Fed-
eral Aviation Administration’s (FAA)
Registration Branch, AFS-750, in Ok-
lahoma City. AFS-750 will assign a
registration number (N-number) and a
manufacturer’s code.  Now the FAA
recognizes the machine as an aircraft
no matter how complete.  This is
when it becomes an aircraft.

The Registry receives paper work
from the builder of the aircraft and as-
signs a manufacturer’s code and is-
sues an N-number.  Before light-sport
aircraft the registration process was
simpler.  An aircraft owner generally
had a type certificated aircraft or an
amateur-built aircraft and the manufac-
turer’s code pretty much stayed in the
background. Now the FAA has added
light-sport aircraft and increased the
possibilities of how registration and

certification can be accomplished. This
process of registration has normally
been transparent to an FAA aviation
safety inspector or designated airwor-
thiness representative (DAR) who will
issue the certificate of airworthiness.
However, FAA inspectors and DARs
now need to look to this code to deter-
mine the type of airworthiness an air-
craft can receive.

When the Registry assigns an N-
number and enters the manufacturer’s
descriptive code into its computer sys-
tem, this is the first step in the FAA’s
ability to track and identify that individ-
ual aircraft, issue safety information,
complete reports, and answer ques-
tions.  For example, you have a safety
bulletin that needs to be sent to the
owners of light-sport powered para-
chutes.  How do you accomplish this?
The process starts by researching the
Registry database for certain codes
assigned to each affected aircraft.

This code started with the first
step in the registration process, when
the builder or owner submitted an Ap-
plication for Registration (FAA Form
8050-1) and the affidavit of ownership.
Here is how it works.  

A new aircraft builder or owner
submits to the Registry an Application
for Registration (FAA Form 8050-1)

and either an Affidavit of Ownership
for Experimental Aircraft, Including
Amateur-Built Aircraft and Other Non-
Type Certificated Aircraft (FAA Form
8050-88) or an Affidavit Of Ownership
for Experimental or Special Light-
Sport Aircraft (FAA Form 8050-88A).
The process of coding the aircraft
starts with the information provided on
these forms.  The FAA Form 8050-88
submitted to the registry will have as-
signed to it a manufacturer’s code be-
ginning with the numbers 056.  The
remaining numbers in the code will
further identify the aircraft, but we are
only going to look at the first three
numbers in the code.  If the FAA Form
8050-88A with the second option
checked is submitted, the aircraft will
be assigned a manufacturer’s code
beginning with 059.  This indicates an
experimental light-sport aircraft (ELSA)
code.  If the first option is checked, a
code beginning 060 for special light-
sport aircraft (SLSA) code is assigned.
The owner makes the determination
on whether the aircraft is going to be
either amateur-built or light-sport spe-
cial or light-sport experimental when
choosing which affidavit form to use
and marking the options on the form.
The owner may not know the impor-
tance of the choices, but by making
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the choices the owner made the de-
termination on what airworthiness
certificate the aircraft will be able to
receive. 

The information submitted on the
Application for Airworthiness (FAA
Form 8130-6) only further defines the
code.  It does not determine if the air-
craft is an amateur-built or a light-
sport.  Most inspectors and DARs
think that the 8130-6 is the assign-
ment of the classification of amateur-
built or light-sport, but that is not cor-
rect.  It was done with the submission
of Form 8050-88 or 8050-88A as pre-
viously mentioned.  In fact, this is only
where the coding for the aircraft is fur-
ther defined.

To further define the aircraft, look
at section II, “Certification Requested”
on Form 8130-6.  This is where the
aircraft will receive another part of the
code.  The first block that has to be
checked for amateur-built or light-
sport aircraft is B, special airworthi-
ness certificate.  If you then check
box 4, “experimental,” and sub-box 8,
“operating light sport,” and sub-box
8A, “existing aircraft without an air-
worthiness certificate and does not
meet 14 CFR section 103.1;” this air-
craft would get an airworthiness code
of 48A.  This airworthiness code can
only exist in manufacturer’s code 059,
experimental l ight-sport, so this
means FAA Form 8050-88A’s second
option is checked.  What if I checked
box 9, “light-sport,” and then checked

“airplane?”  It would have an airworthi-
ness code of 9A.  This would mean
that I need the first option of FAA
Form 8050-88A checked to receive
manufacturer’s code 060.  The experi-
mental amateur-built would have block
4 and sub-block 2 checked for an air-
worthiness code of 42 and this could
only exist on an FAA Form 8050-88
and a manufacturer’s code of 056.

What does all this mean to the in-
spector or DAR performing a certifica-
tion of an aircraft?  It means that each
needs to look at the registration docu-
mentation to determine what blocks
can be checked on the 8130-6.  We
need to set some rules.  Use Form
8050-88 and the options would be
limited to block 4, experimental, sub-
block 2, amateur-built.  Use Form
8050-88A with the second option
checked and the blocks would be lim-
ited to 4, experimental, and sub-block
8, operating light-sport, then you have
two choices either 8a, “existing fleet,”
or 8b, “kit built.”  Since the kit stan-
dards have not been completed at this
time, option 8b is not available. Let us
look at a Form 8050-88A with the first
option checked.  This is the most
complex. However, this can only be
accomplished by a manufacturer of a
light-sport aircraft. The manufacturer
would check block 9, light-sport, then
check the class of aircraft. However, in
the case of a manufacturer operating
a light-sport aircraft for research and
development or some of the other

variations in the sub-block under ex-
perimental, the aircraft would be regis-
tered using the 8050-88A with the first
option checked.  It would have a man-
ufacturer’s code of 060, but an airwor-
thiness code of 41, research and de-
velopment, 43, exhibit ion, or 46,
market survey but never 42 amateur-
built.

With all this in mind the inspector
or DAR should start the certification
work by researching which affidavit
was used.  This will tell the inspector
or DAR if the certification requested
can be accomplished.  If the applicant
says at the last minute, “I want this air-
craft to be an ELSA instead of an am-
ateur-built,” and the applicant had
submitted an 8050-88, the inspector
or DAR can have the applicant contact
the Registry for instructions to set
aside the initial affidavit and submit an
8050-88A to amend the registration
record. The applicant should have
submitted FAA Form 8050-88A with
second option checked. This way the
code will be correct, and the FAA can
better serve the public and promote
safety.

For more information on aircraft
registration, see the FAA Aircraft Reg-
istry Web site at <http://www.faa.
gov/aircraft/air_cert/aircraft_registry/>.

Edsel Ford is an Aviation Safety In-
spector Airworthiness in Flight Stan-
dards’ Light-sport Aviation Branch,
AFS-610.
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Y
ou have probably seen it, or
perhaps even experienced it
yourself:  pilot and certifi-
cated flight instructor (CFI)

check the clock, spend exactly one
hour reviewing Title14 Code of Fed-
eral Regulations (14 CFR) Part 91 op-
erating rules, and then head out for a
quick pass through the basic maneu-
vers generally known as “air work.”
The pilot departs with a fresh flight re-
view endorsement and, on the basis
of the minimum two hours required in
14 CFR section 61.56, can legally op-
erate for the next two years.  This kind
of flight review may be adequate for
some pilots, but for others—especially
those who do not fly on a regular
basis—it is not.  

To serve the aviation safety pur-
pose for which it was intended the
flight review must be far more than an
exercise in watching the clock and
checking the box.  Advisory Circular
(AC) 61-98A states that the flight re-
view is “an instructional service de-
signed to assess a pilot’s knowledge
and skills.”  The regulations are even
more specific:  Title14 CFR section
61.56 states that the person giving
the flight review has the discretion to
determine the maneuvers and proce-
dures necessary for the pi lot to
demonstrate “safe exercise of the
privileges of the pilot certificate.”  It is
thus a proficiency-based exercise,
and it is up to the instructional service
provider—the CFI—to determine how
much time and what type of instruc-
tion is required to ensure that the pilot
has the necessary knowledge and
skills for safe operation.  

The flight review is also intended
as an opportunity for pilots to design
a personal currency and proficiency
program in consultation with a CFI.  In
effect, then, the flight review is the
aeronautical equivalent of a regular
medical checkup and ongoing health
improvement program.  Like a physi-

cal exam, a flight review may have
certain “standard” features (e.g., re-
view of specific regulations and ma-
neuvers).  However, just as the physi-
cian should tai lor the exam and
follow-up to the individual’s character-
istics and needs, the pilot and CFI
should work together to tailor both the
flight review and any follow-up training
plan to the individual pilot’s skill, expe-
rience, aircraft, and personal flying
goals.  

To better accomplish these objec-
tives, the FAA has developed two new
tools for enhancing the flight review.
The first is a new flight review guid-
ance for flight instructors, which can
be found at <www.faa.gov/pilots/train-
ing/media/fl ight_review.pdf>.  In-
tended for use in conjunction with AC
61-98A, the guide to Conducting an
Effective Flight Review offers ideas for
structuring the flight review.  It also in-
cludes tools instructors can use to
help pilots develop a personalized
“aeronautical health maintenance and
improvement” program and establish
realistic personal weather minimums.  

Second, the FAA has developed a
flight review preparation tool for gen-
eral aviation pilots.  Specifically, the
Online Courses section of the Aviation
Learning Center at <www.faasafety.
gov/ALC/> now includes a flight re-
view preparation course that guides
pilots through a practical, real-world
oriented review of the regulations and
advisory material.  Completing this re-
view with a passing score on the
exam, which is built around mini-sce-
narios, will partially satisfy the flight re-
view requirement of 14 CFR section
61.56 (a) (1) for a review of part 91 op-
erating rules.  Pilots who use this
course to prepare can then use
ground time more efficiently for dis-
cussion of decision-making, personal
minimums, and flying goals.

Here are some of the ideas you
will see in the guide to Conducting an

Effective Flight Review. 

Preparation and 
Ground Review

First, bear in mind that the times
specified in the regulations—one hour
of ground review and one hour of flight
training—are intended as a floor, not a
ceiling.  If you are a flight instructor,
managing pilot expectations is key to
ensuring that you don’t later feel pres-
sured to conduct a “minimum time”
flight review for someone whose aero-
nautical skills are rusty.  When a pilot
schedules a flight review, find out not
only about total time, but also about
type of flying (e.g., local leisure flying
or cross-country flying for personal
transportation) and recent flight expe-
rience.  You also need to know if the
pilot wants to combine the flight re-
view with a new endorsement or air-
craft checkout.  

If you are a pilot in need of a flight
review, remember that how much time
is “enough” will vary from pilot to pilot.
Someone who flies the same airplane
200 hours every year may not need as
much t ime as someone who has
logged only 20 hours since the last
flight review or a pilot seeking a new
endorsement in conjunction with the
flight review.  For pilots who have not
flown at all for several years, a useful
“rule of thumb” is to plan one hour of
ground training and one hour of flight
training for every year the pilot has
been out of the cockpit.  

Second, a little bit of preparation
goes a long way toward making the
flight review an interesting, meaningful,
and effective learning experience.  If
you are an instructor, ask the pilot to
complete the online Flight Review
Preparation Course found at
<www.faasafety.gov> in advance of
your session and bring a copy of the
completion certificate to the flight re-
view.  If you are the pilot, take the

What to Do for a Flight Review
by Susan Parson
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course even if your instructor doesn’t
assign it.  The course gives you plenty
of time to review material at your own
pace and focus on areas of particular
interest.  

A cross-country flight plan is an-
other useful flight review preparation
activity.  Many people learn to fly for
personal transportation, but the cross-
country flight planning skills learned for
practical test purposes can become
rusty if they are not used on a regular
basis.  Structuring the flight review as
a short cross-country (i.e., 30-50 miles
from the home airport) is an excellent
way to refresh flight-planning skills.
Be sure to include consideration of
runway lengths, weather, expected
aircraft performance, alternatives,
length of runways to be used, traffic
delays, fuel requirements, terrain
avoidance strategies, weight and bal-
ance, and NOTAM/TFR information.
The new GA Pilot’s Guide to Preflight
Weather Planning, Weather Self-Brief-
ings, and Weather Decision-Making,
which can be found at <www.faa. gov
/pilots/safety/media/ga_weather_deci-
sion_making.pdf> may help in this part
of the exercise.  

If you are the flight instructor, it is
within your discretion to ask for a
“manual” flight plan created with a
sectional chart, plotter, and E6B.  In
real-world flying, however, many pilots
today use online flight planning soft-
ware for basic information and calcu-
lations.  Appropriate use of these tools
can enhance safety in several ways:
they provide precise course and head-
ing information; the convenience may
encourage more consistent use of a
flight plan; and automating manual
calculations leaves more time to con-
sider weather, performance, terrain, al-
ternatives, and other aspects of the
flight.  Encouraging the pilot to use his
or her preferred online tool will give
you a more realistic picture of real-
world behavior, and the computer-
generated plan will give you an excel-
lent opportunity to point out both the
advantages and the potential pitfalls of
this method.  A critical point to em-
phasize is that automated flight plan-
ning tools can be enormously helpful,
but the pilot must always review the

information with a critical eye, fre-
quently supplement the computer’s
plan with additional information, and
never simply assume that the com-
puter-generated package “must be
okay” because the machine is smarter.
Asking these kinds of questions is also
key to critical thinking, which is in turn
the secret to good aeronautical deci-
sion-making (ADM) and risk manage-
ment.  

Aviation security is another impor-
tant topic for the ground portion of the
flight review.  In the post-September
11 security environment, any security
incident involving general aviation pi-
lots, aircraft, and airports can prompt
calls for new restrictions.  Pilots and
instructors share a special responsibil-
ity to avoid such incidents by knowing
and following basic security proce-
dures at all times.  These include not
only respect for temporary flight re-
strictions (TFRs), but also for the im-
portance of securing your aircraft
against unauthorized use.  Pilots
should never leave the aircraft un-
locked or, worse, unattended with the
keys inside.  

Flight Activities

The aerial portion of many flight
reviews consists almost exclusively of
air work followed by multiple takeoffs
and landings.  It is true that these ma-
neuvers can give the instructor a very
good snapshot of the pilot’s basic air-
craft control skills.  They are also good
for the pilot, who gets a safe opportu-
nity to practice proficiency maneuvers
that he or she may not have per-
formed since the last flight review.  Air
work alone, however, will not neces-
sarily demonstrate the pilot’s knowl-
edge of avionics and other aircraft
systems, and it will show even less
about the pilot’s ability to make safe
and appropriate decisions in real-
world flying.  

Flying at least part of the cross-
country trip assigned and discussed in
the ground review is a good way to
pull it all together.  For example, one
leg could involve flying from departure
to destination, during which the pilot
encounters scenarios that challenge

the pilot’s systems knowledge and de-
cision-making skills, including risk
management.  The other leg can
focus on air work maneuvers.
Throughout the session, the instructor
should be watching for:  

• Basic Skills: Does the pilot
maintain control of the aircraft
when faced with a major dis-
traction?  For a satisfactory
flight review, the pilot should be
able to perform all maneuvers in
accordance with the Practical
Test Standards (PTS) for the
pilot certificate that he or she
holds.  

• Systems Knowledge: Does the
pilot demonstrate knowledge
and proficiency in using avion-
ics, aircraft systems, and “bring-
your-own-panel” handheld de-
vices?  Appropriate and
proficient use of the autopilot is
another skill to evaluate in this
exercise.

• Aeronautical Decision-Making
(ADM) Skills: A good flight re-
view should give the pilot multi-
ple opportunities to make deci-
sions.  If there is a diversion,
what criteria should be used to
select an alternate airport?
What are the possible hazards,
and what can the pilot do to
mitigate them?  Does the pilot
perform regular “common sense
cross-checks” of what the GPS
and the autopilot are doing?  

Post-Flight Discussion

Most of us are very familiar with
the traditional “sage on the stage”
model of training, in which the in-
structor does al l  the talk ing and
hands out grades with little or no
learner input.  There is a place for this
kind of debriefing; however, a collab-
orative critique is a more effective
way to demonstrate the self-aware-
ness and judgment needed for sound
aeronautical decision-making.  If you
are a flight instructor, try using the
four “Rs” to structure a collaborative



post flight critique:

• Replay: First, the pilot should
verbally replay the flight.  This
approach gives the pi lot a
chance to validate his or her
own perceptions, and it gives
the instructor critical insight into
his or her judgment abilities.  

• Reconstruct: This step encour-
ages the pilot to learn by identi-
fying key things that he or she
would have, could have, or
should have done differently.  

• Reflect: Insights come from in-
vesting perceptions and experi-
ences with meaning, which in
turn requires reflection on these
events.  For example, what was
the most important lesson from
this activity?  

• Redirect: The final step is to re-
late lessons learned in this flight
to other experiences.  For exam-
ple, what parts of today’s lesson
could apply to a future flight,
and how?  

If the pilot did not perform well
enough for satisfactory completion of
the flight review, the PTS is the objec-
tive standard to discuss areas needing
improvement, as well as a practical
course of action to move forward.
Even if the pilot’s performance is satis-
factory, though, there is value in dis-
cussing a personalized aeronautical
health maintenance and improvement
plan.  To assist in this exercise, the
guide to Conducting an Effective Flight
Review includes worksheets to help
develop:  

• Personal Minimums: Safe pilots
understand the difference be-
tween what is “legal” in terms of
the regulations, and what is
“smart” in terms of pilot experi-
ence and proficiency.  Use the
worksheets to establish realistic
and appropriate personal
weather minimums.

• Personal Proficiency Practice

Plan: Flying just for fun is one of
the most wonderful benefits of
being a pilot, but many pilots
appreciate help in developing a
plan for maintaining and improv-
ing basic aeronautical skills.  

• Training Plan:  Many pilots have
aeronautical goals.  For exam-
ple, the pilot’s goal might be
lower personal minimums, com-
pletion of another phase in the
FAA’s Pilot Proficiency (“Wings”)
Program, or obtaining a new en-
dorsement.  

The flight review is vital link in the
general aviation safety chain.  Whether

you are giving or receiving the flight re-
view, your approach to this exercise
can play a critical role in ensuring that
it is a meaningful and effective tool for
maintaining and enhancing GA safety.  

Finally,  the guide is intended to be a
living document that incorporates com-
ments, suggestions, and ideas for best
practices from GA instructors and pilots
like you.  Please direct comments and
ideas for future versions to: <susan.par-
son@faa.gov>.  Happy flying!

Susan Parson is a Special Assistant
in the General Aviation and Commercial
Division.
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CFI’s 
Flight Review Checklist

Step 1:  Pre-Flight Review Actions

❑ Scheduling
❑ Pilot’s Aeronautical History
❑ Part 91 Review Assignment
❑ Cross-Country Flight Plan Assignment

Step 2:  Ground Discussion

❑ Regulatory Review
❑ Cross-Country Flight Plan Review
❑ Risk Management & Personal Minimums

Step 3:  Conducting the Flight

❑ Physical Airplane (basic skills)
❑ Mental Airplane (systems knowledge)
❑ Aeronautical Decision-Making

Step 4:  Postflight Discussion

❑ Replay, Reflect, Reconstruct, Redirect
❑ Questions

Step 5:  Aeronautical Health Maintenance & Improvement
Plan

❑ Personal Minimums Checklist
❑ Personal Proficiency Practice Plan
❑ Training Plan (if desired)
❑ Resources List

5
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As a self-proclaimed survivalist,
the title gives me a great excuse to
buy unique outdoor-type equipment, I
treated myself to a new piece of sur-
vival gear on December 31.  The date
was important because it allowed me
to qualify for a $50 discount on my
brand new, never out of the box, per-
sonal locator beacon (PLB).  For those
who may not follow the latest trends in
locator beacons, a PLB is like the new
kid on the beacon block.  Using tech-
nology similar to the familiar emer-
gency locator transmitter (ELT) in air-
craft or an emergency posit ion-
indicating radio beacon (EPIRB) for
boats, the new beacon family member
of smaller and lighter PLBs was ap-
proved for use in the United States
several years ago by the Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC).
Using the same 406 MHz technology
as its older siblings, a PLB, when acti-
vated, transmits a coded 406 MHz
signal to one of the overhead
Cospas/Sarsat satell ite receivers.
Once a distress signal is received by
one of the satellite receivers, a signal is
down linked to one of the ground-
based receivers located around the
world.  In the United States that infor-
mation in processed by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA) Mission Control Center
(USMCC) located just outside of
Washington, DC, in Maryland. The
USMCC then coordinates the informa-
tion with the appropriate search and
rescue (SAR) organization.  In the
United States, the U.S. Coast Guard is
responsible for maritime SAR opera-
tions.  The U.S. Air Force has respon-
sibility for inland aviation-related SAR.
Because of the unique nature of PLBs,
which are designed primarily for hikers
and similar types of outdoor activities,
a U.S. PLB distress signal is for-
warded by the USMCC to the U.S. Air
Force, which coordinates with the ap-
propriate state rescue organization.

PLB—Is One In Your Future?
story by H. Dean Chamberlain

(Mario Toscano photo)



ment.  However, my PLB is relatively
lightweight, relatively small, I wish it
were smaller.  It floats, it transmits on
406 MHz, and, most importantly, it
has a built-in GPS receiver to deter-
mine latitude and longitude informa-
tion (Lat-Long).  The GPS Lat-Long in-
formation is then sent along with the
unit’s unique identification code to the
satellites for relaying to an appropriate
MCC.  Not all PLBs have built-in GPS.
Some units have no GPS capability.
Others allow you to download GPS
data from an external source.  

The negative side of the equation
for a PLB is the PLB is not automati-
cally activated.  In fact, it requires a
very conscious activation procedure
to reduce inadvertent activation.  My
model PLB’s blade antenna must be
released and unwrapped from around
the body of the unit.  The antenna
must be properly positioned and, if
possible, kept out of any water.  The
front cover of the unit must be raised
to gain access to the activation key-
pads.  The final step requires that two
keypads be pressed simultaneously
for at least one second to activate the
unit.  If you want to ensure the on-
board GPS functions properly, the
built-in GPS antenna must be cor-
rectly orientated to the sky for a clear
line of sight to the GPS satellites in
orbit, which among other satellites,
carry the Cospas/Sarsat receivers.
The process is deliberate.  If you are
injured in an accident and cannot
reach or properly position and active
your PLB, it is just an expensive pa-
perweight.

Unless your non-ELT equipped
aircraft or canoe or kayak or all-terrain
vehicle or hi-tech hiking shoes has
one of the automotive-style onboard
calling systems that activates upon
deployment of your “airbag system,” I
think a PLB is a good device to have
within reach.  Is it the ideal system?  It
depends upon what you are doing.  If
you are hiking alone and suffer a life-
threatening fall, the PLB may be your
last chance of rescue.  If you are flying
across the Pacific Ocean in your sin-
gle-engine family flyer, I think a sepa-
rate PLB attached to each person on-
board is a good way to go into the

ELT by regulation.  ELTs are for air-
planes.  The ELT regulation even lists
a number of conditions or flight opera-
tions that do not require an ELT on-
board for airplanes.  But the fact re-
mains, if you have an accident in one
of the exempted flight operations, it
would be nice if you have some way
to call for help.  A cell-phone is one
such means of calling for help if you
are both able and within range of a
cell-phone tower.  A satellite-based
telephone, if you can use it, would be
even better in remote areas.  But the
best way in aviation to call for help is
with an ELT.  For those who may dis-
agree, the following is a brief discus-
sion about why an ELT is the best
means of calling for help.    An ELT is
designed to activate upon a specific
amount of impact force measured in
equivalent levels or units of “gravity”
expressed in “Gs.”  The ELT “G”
switch is designed to function once a
specified number of “Gs” is “felt” by
the aircraft and its rigidly mounted
ELT.  As a crash-activated, self-con-
tained, battery operated distress-sig-
naling device, an ELT system (trans-
mitter, switch, monitor, cable, and
antenna) that survives the crash (not
all do) will automatically activate with
no pilot input.  This self-activation,
self-contained aspect is important in
aviation because a pilot may become
incapacitated because of the crash
forces involved in an accident.  But
what can you do when you don’t have
an ELT installed in your aircraft?  How
can you get the benefits of a satellite-
base alerting system that is monitored
24 hours a day, every day without
having an ELT?

WELCOME PLB

Since there are no non-mounted
ELTs approved for aircraft use (yes,
there are some portable ELTs, but
they must be mounted in a rigidly at-
tached mounting bracket to the air-
plane, and I am not including special
manually activated emergency ELTs
designed for life-raft use), I decided to
buy a PLB.  Remember, a PLB is not
an ELT.  For one thing, PLBs have
only a 24-hour transmitting require-

So, you are asking yourself what
does a PLB designed for such out-
door activities as hiking have to do
with aviation?  Well, maybe nothing.
Then again, it could be important.  If
that is not a professional wishy-washy
Washingtonian answer, I don’t know
what is.  But, then what kind of an-
swer can you expect from a self-pro-
claimed outdoor gear geek who flies a
Tripacer.  Please let me explain.  First,
a PLB cannot replace an ELT.  Period.
Only an FAA-approved ELT meets the
regulatory requirement of Title 14
Code of Federal Regulations section
91.207, Emergency locator transmit-
ters.  So, having said that, why am I
excited about my new PLB?

I play and fly around water all the
time.  But my aircraft’s ELT only trans-
mits on 121.5 MHz.  As we have re-
ported in the past, the Cospas/Sarsat
system is terminating its ability to re-
ceive 121.5 MHz signals in February
2009.  After that date, the satellite re-
ceivers will only be able to receive 406
MHz distress signals.  What that
means is every 121.5 MHz ELT will
only be able to be received by a
nearby receiver capable of receiving
121.5 MHz or an over-flying aircraft
monitoring 121.5 MHz.  Then some-
one has to notify an appropriate air
traffic facility.  Any pilot who wants
satellite reception coverage will have
to upgrade to a 406 MHz ELT.  Like
many pilots, I am waiting for the price
of current 406 MHz ELTs to come
down.  My current 121.5 MHz ELT
cost less than $200.  Will 406 MHz
ELTs ever come down in price to that
level?  I don’t know, but I am hoping.
But I still want the significant safety
benefits that a 406 MHz ELT provides
users.  So what can I do short of buy-
ing a 406 MHz ELT?   What if the air-
craft I fly doesn’t have an ELT?

ELT EXCEPTIONS

I fly more than one type of aircraft.
I especially like to fly gliders.  But to
the best of my knowledge, none of
the gliders I have flown have had an
ELT onboard.  No, I have not been vi-
olating the ELT carriage requirement.
Gliders are not required to carry an
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water if you lose your engine and have
to ditch at sea.  I would also want a
good quality EPIRB with me in the
water or in my life raft.    

Why an EPIRB?  PLBs don’t have
the same transmitting endurance of
ELTs and EPIRBs.  Plus, my PLB’s op-
erating instructions say to keep it out
the water, if possible.  EPIRB’s are de-
signed to operate in water, and ELTs
tend to sink with their ditched aircraft.
Although PLBs require specific activa-
tion, some EPIRBs are water activated
while other EPIRBs are manually acti-
vated.  A water-activated EPRIB re-
quires one less step when you are
about to ditch.  At the very least, you
just throw it out of the aircraft as you
exit with hopefully some type of sur-
vival kit.  A quick survival safety note:
Remember, never inflate an inflatable
personal flotation device (PFD) inside
an aircraft, nor wear any type of non-
inflatable PFD inside an aircraft.  The
buoyancy of an inflated PFD or of a
non-inflatable PFD could trap you in-
side the aircraft and prevent your es-
cape.  You need to wait until you are
clear of the aircraft interior before in-
flating your PFD.  You also don’t want
to puncture your inflatable PFD while
climbing out of the aircraft.  It pays to
be careful and prepared.

PBLs ARE MULTIPURPOSE

The good news about a PLB is
that it can serve many purposes.  It
can be carried in any type aircraft as a
back up to an ELT.  In aircraft not re-

quired to have an ELT, it can serve as
your primary manually operated satel-
lite-based distress beacon.  It can be
carried on your person to provide you
a means to call for help and rescue
when you are beyond range of your
cell phone.  As the device of last
means, my PLB instructions say it is
to be used only in case of loss of life,
eyesight, or significant loss of prop-
erty—a PLB is not something to be
used to call for a pizza to be delivered.
But as one of the newest survival tools
to take along on your next adventure
in the air, on land, or sea, it has its
place.  But, like any tool, it is only as
good as the person using it.  The key
to any type of survival is the skill and
knowledge of the person using it.  A
PLB, like any type of electronic bat-
tery-operated device, can fail.  Also,
aviation has it own unique accident
risks.  An aircraft crash can subject
such devices, which are not designed
to aviation standards, to very high “G”
loadings that may damage such de-
vices beyond their means to function.
Boats normally sink.  Aircraft crash.

But like the 10 essential items that
many experts suggest should be car-
ried on every person going out of sight
of the nearest boutique coffee shop, a
PLB might just be considered item
number 11.  Just remember to prop-
erly register your PLB or 406 ELT with
NOAA, as outlined in your equipment
instructions.

For more information about PLBs,
ELTs, EPIRBs, the Cospas/Sarsat sys-
tem, NOAA’s USMCC, and the role the

major agencies involved in search and
rescue in the United States play in
search and rescue operations, you
can check the NOAA’s Internet Web
site at <http://www.sarsat.noaa.
gov/>.  The Web site explains every
aspect of the satellite-based search
and rescue system.  To register your
406 MHz unit with NOAA, you can do
it on line at the NOAA site.  

The FCC’s Web site is
<www.fcc.gov>.  The applicable FCC
regulation for PLBs is Title 47 Code of
Federal Regulations, part 95, Personal
Radio Services, subpart K, Personal
Locator Beacons (PLB).  Section
95.1400, Basis and purpose, explains
in part, “The rules in this subpart are
intended to provide individuals in re-
mote areas a means to alert others of
an emergency situation and to aid
search and rescue personnel locate
those in distress.”  The FCC rules
mandates that 406 MHz PLB owners
register their PLB with NOAA and that
the information be kept up-to-date.
Section 95.1402, Special require-
ments for 406 MHz PLBs says in part,
“Owners shall advise NOAA in writing
upon change of PLB ownership, or
any other change in registration infor-
mation.  NOAA will provide registrants
with proof of registration and change
of registration postcards.” 

The final comment about PLBs is
that section 95.1402 requires that the
121.5 MHz homing signal in the 406
MHz PLB transmit a unique identifier
code to identify the signal as a PLB.
That identifier code is the Morse code
“P.”  So if you hear “dit-dah-dah-dit”
when listening to 121.5 MHz, you
have just received a PLB distress alert.
As with an ELT distress alert, you
should contact the nearest air traffic
facility after noting the time and your
position and altitude when the signal
was first heard, last heard, and posi-
tion at maximum signal strength.  If
you have homing capabi l i ty, you
should try to determine the signal’s
bearing from your posit ion either
based upon your GPS position or in
relation to a navigational aid.

Now the self-proclaimed survival-
ist in me is wondering just how much
a satellite telephone costs?
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FAA’s Safety Hotline operates Monday through Friday
(except holidays) from 8 am to 4 pm ET.  It provides a
nationwide, toll-free telephone service, intended pri-
marily for those in the aviation community having
specific knowledge of alleged violations of the feder-
al aviation regulations.  Callers’ identities are held in
confidence and protected from disclosure under the
provisions of the Freedom of Information Act.

FAA’s 
Safety Hotline
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F AA regulat ions, T it le 14
Code of Federal Regulations
section 91.207(d)(4), requires
that an aircraft emergency

locator transmitter (ELT) be tested an-
nually for “the presence of a sufficient
signal radiated from its antenna.”  The
Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM)
in Chapter 6, Section 6-2-5, discusses
ELTs, their use, and how to test them.
To paraphrase a statement from a
movie about a failed trip to the Moon,
“Folks, we have a problem.”  The FAA
requires an ELT radiated test, but if the
test is not done properly, the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC)
might take enforcement action against
the person doing a 406 MHz ELT test.

Here is the problem.  When the
FAA test requirements were written,
the basic ELT was an analog 121.5
MHz unit transmitting in the aeronauti-
cal frequency band.  If the ELT being
tested could not be isolated within an
approved radio frequency shielded
room or container, which keeps the
signal from going beyond the room or
container, a radiated test could be
done within the first five minutes after
the hour.  The test requirements listed
the number of recommended sweeps
of the signal to minimize the risk of
anyone thinking the test signal was an
actual distress alert.  The person
doing the test would quickly activate
the ELT, listen for its distinctive sound

on a nearby aeronautical band aircraft
radio or handheld transceiver and then
turn off the ELT.

This test method met the FAA re-
quirement and most organizations
were okay with the idea.  That was
until the newer 406 MHz ELT distress
beacon was developed.  Part of the
problem is that instead of being in the
aeronautical band, 406 MHz is a pro-
tected international distress frequency.
Plus, with a properly registered 406
MHz ELT, the transmitted signal in-
cludes a digital code that can be used
to identify the owner.  As a result, the
FCC can track down anyone who, in
its opinion, transmits a fraudulent or
non-emergency distress signal, e.g.
an FAA test.

Since most 406 MHz ELTs include
a low-powered 121.5 MHz homing
transmitter, the challenge for the per-
son doing the annual ELT check is
how to satisfy the FAA requirement
without violating the FCC regulations.
Since in most cases the person doing
the testing has no way to monitor the
406 MHz emitted coded signal with-
out special equipment and can there-
fore only listen for the activation of the
121.5 MHz homing signal of the com-
bined 406/121.5 MHz ELT.

Short of a change in the regula-
tion, the following is one means of
conducting the test.  Remember, the
purpose of test is to check the air-

craft’s installed system from ELT trans-
mitter to its antenna.

Anyone testing any ELT should
follow the manufacturer’s recom-
mended procedures.  If those proce-
dures are not available and cannot be
found, the following is one procedure
that has been coordinated with the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) which operates
the United States portion of the inter-
national satellite-based search and
rescue system that monitors and
processes distress beacon alerts.

Owners of 406 MHz ELTs should
limit any test to less than 30 seconds.
This will preclude the satellites from re-
ceiving a signal from the 406 MHz
beacon when activated to the “ON”
condition or switch position while test-
ing the 121.5 MHz ELT portion of a
combined ELT.  This will prevent the
government from initiating a search
and rescue action.  There have been
numerous reports of unintentional acti-
vation of the combined ELTs when pe-
riodic maintenance testing of the 121.5
MHz signal is tested to assure proper
performance.  Activating the “ON”
function, which is part of the remote
control panel rather than gaining ac-
cess to the combined ELT and activat-
ing the “TEST” function, has led to vio-
lations administered from the FCC and
causes emergency responders to react
in an attempt to locate a downed air-
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ELT Update—Limit your 406 MHz Testing Time
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craft.  If the selection to the “ON” position is minimized to 30
seconds or less, there is sufficient time protection to prevent
crossing the 50-second time threshold for activating the 406
MHz locator signal.  Operators should advise their mainte-
nance personnel of this limitation and possible vulnerability to
violations or sanctions.

The following are excerpts from AIM section 6-2-5,
Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT), dealing with testing,
false alarms, and reporting.

Testing

1. ELTs should be tested in accordance
with the manufacturer’s instructions.  This
should be done, preferably, in a shielded or
screened room or specially designed test
container to prevent the broadcast of sig-
nals, which could trigger a false alert.

2. When this cannot be done, aircraft
operational testing is authorized as follows:

(a) Analog 121.5/243 MHz ELTs should
only be tested during the first five min-
utes after any hour.  If operational tests
must be made outside of this period,
they should be coordinated with the
nearest FAA Control Tower or Flight Ser-
vice Station.  Tests should be no longer
than three audible weeps.  If the an-
tenna is removable, a dummy load
should be substituted during test proce-
dures.

(b) Digital 406 MHz ELTs should only be
tested in accordance with the unit’s
manufacturer’s instructions.

(c) Airborne tests are not authorized.

False Alarms

1. Caution should be exercised to pre-
vent the inadvertent activation of ELTs in the
air or while they are being handled on the
ground.  Accidental or unauthorized activa-
tion will generate an emergency signal that
cannot be distinguished from the real thing,
leading to expensive and frustrat ing
searches.  A false ELT signal could also in-
terfere with genuine emergency transmis-
sions and hinder or prevent the timely loca-
tion of crash sites.  Frequent false alarms
could also result in complacency and de-
crease the vigorous reaction that must be
attached to all ELT signals.

2. Numerous cases of inadvertent acti-
vation have occurred as a result of aerobat-
ics, hard landings, movement by ground
crews, and aircraft maintenance.  These
false alarms can be minimized by monitoring
121.5 MHz and/or 243.0 MHz as follows:

(a) In flight when a receiver is available. 

(b) Before engine shut down at the end
of each flight.

(c) When the ELT is handled during in-
stallation or maintenance. 

(d) When maintenance is being per-
formed near the ELT. 

(e) When a ground crew moves the air-
craft. 

(f) If an ELT signal is heard, turn off the
aircraft’s ELT to determine if it is trans-
mitting.  If it has been activated, mainte-
nance might be required before the unit
is returned to the “ARMED” position.
You should contact the nearest Air Traf-
fic facility and notify it of the inadvertent
activation. 

Inflight Monitoring and Reporting

1. Pilots are encouraged to monitor
121.5 MHz and/or 243.0 MHz while inflight
to assist in identifying possible emergency
ELT transmissions.  On receiving a signal,
report the following information to the near-
est air traffic facility: 

(a) Your position at the time the signal
was first heard. 

(b) Your position at the time the signal
was last heard. 

(c) Your position at maximum signal
strength. 

(d) Your flight altitudes and frequency on
which the emergency signal was heard:
121.5 MHz or 243.0 MHz.  If possible,
positions should be given relative to a
navigation aid.  If the aircraft has hom-
ing equipment, provide the bearing to
the emergency signal with each re-
ported position. 
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F or global air travelers, car-
rying a passport is second
nature .   But ,  hav ing a
state passport is unusual.

That is unless you are a pilot travel-
ing in the Commonwealth of Vir-
ginia.  I recently received my official
V i rg in ia  Av ia t ion Ambassadors
Passport.  I also received a bro-
chure out l in ing the rules for the
Passport Program.  Now that I have

MAY I SEE YOUR
PASSPORT,

PLEASE
By H. Dean Chamberlain



my official passport, I can visit the
airports of Virginia.  No, it is not Big
Brother adding another post 9/11
flight restriction.  It is a novel avia-
t ion promot ional  program that  I
think has great potential.

I discovered the program by ac-
cident.  While returning from Ohio
af ter  the Chr is tmas ho l iday,  I
stopped at the Front Royal-Warren
County (Virginia) airport near Inter-
state Route 66 to look at sailplanes.
When I went into the airport office, I
saw a display promoting the Virginia
Aviation Ambassador Program.  

Since I knew nothing of the pro-
gram, which began August 1, 2005,
I ask the person working behind the
desk about the program.  He gave
me a brochure that explained the
program and my own shirt-pocket
size passport.  Like visas pages in
regular passports, the Virginia Avia-
tion Ambassadors Passport lists the
names of all 67 public-use airports
in  the Commonweal th,  p lus the
names of the other qualifying facili-
ties in the program; all listed in their
own named boxes.  The Program’s
goal is to encourage pilots and their
passengers to v is i t  each of  the
listed aviation facilities in Virginia.
Those facilities include the named
public-use airports, the four listed
aviation museums, the space for
one safety seminar in Virginia, and a
space for the Virginia State EAA Fly-
In.  Although the official Virginia Avi-
ation Ambassadors Passport must
be used and al l  stamped entries
must be made in the appropriate lo-
cation in the passport, participants
need not be a Virginia resident.

What makes the promotion fun,
in addition to the challenge of filling
in the boxes, is that there are three
award levels with designated gifts.
If you visit 25 of the listed airports,
including at least one from each of
the state’s seven regions, and com-
plete the museums, safety seminar,
and EAA Fly-In requirements; then
you can receive the Bronze Level
award of a Virginia Aviation Ambas-
sadors Cap and Lapel Pin.  Once
the Virginia Department of Aviation
reviews and awards your Bronze

Level rewards, your passport will be
returned to you so you can start
working toward the Silver and Gold
Levels awards.

For visiting 50 airports, including
at least one in each of the seven re-
gions, plus meeting the other re-
quirements, participants will receive
the Silver Level award of a f l ight
bag.  The reward for visiting all 67
Virginia Public-Use Airports, plus
meeting al l  of the other require-
ments, is the Gold Level award of a
leather flight jacket.

The Program’s brochure states
the goals of the promotion are: 

“The program is designed to en-
courage pilots to fly to all of the air-
ports in Virginia and visit the avia-
tion and transportation museums.
We plan to increase awareness of
Virginia’s aviation system and con-
tribute to the economic develop-
ment activities of each locality by
getting pilots to fly to airports and
museums they may not normally
visit.  

“This program is an extraordi-
nary opportunity for pilots, aviation
enthusiasts and the general public
to see the valuable assets in our
system of airports.  It gives pilots
and riders alike an opportunity to
set and meet goals in their flying
and sightseeing while having fun
and experiencing what Virginia has
to offer.  Driving to our airports is
a lso acceptab le  for  our  ground
bound f r iends,  ra iny  days,  and
where airport access may be diffi-
cult on the airplane or pilot skills.”

I have my first airport stamp,
and I have started planning for my
next.  As the brochure says, for
those airports listed that don’t have
publ ished FBO operat ing hours,
participants should call the airport
to  ensure that  someone wi l l  be
available to stamp the passport.  

The Internet Web site for the
Virg in ia Department of Aviat ion,
<www.doav.virginia.gov>, explains
the program as well as lists a group
of  a i rpor ts  wi th  “do i t  yourse l f ”
s tamping inc lud ing inst ruct ions
where to find the required airport
rubber stamp at the airport. 

According to Betty Wilson, a
Public Affairs Specialist with the Vir-
ginia Department of Aviation, the
program has been a great success.
“The multi-year program has no cur-
rent end date,” she said. “We will
give people adequate notice so they
can finish their award levels if they
want.”  She said the reaction from
pi lots and airport operators has
been very good.  “Pilots that I have
talked with say getting the stamps,
espec ia l l y  the ‘do i t  yourse l f ’
stamps, is like a scavenger hunt.
The pilots say they like to take the
time to stop and chat with the peo-
ple at the airport as well.  They just
don’t  run in ,  get  the i r  passport
stamped, and leave.  Everyone is
having fun with the program,” she
said. 

According to Wilson, “Five Gold
Leve l  f l ight  jackets  have been
awarded.  A sixth jacket has been
earned and we are waiting to pres-
ent it,” she said. 

As you can tel l , I  am excited
about this program.  If other states
don’t have a similar program, I think
they should consider such a pro-
gram.  I think it is a great way to
promote aviation.  Wilson said she
has already been contacted by one
state asking about the program.
Her telephone number and e-mail
address are listed on the Virginia
Aviation Department’s Web site for
anyone interested in starting a simi-
lar program.

I now have a fun and challeng-
ing project for the summer flying
season.  Whether I can complete an
award level this year remains to be
seen, but I will have fun trying.  The
only time limit I have for completing
an award level is before Virginia ter-
minates the program.  Plus, it is not
all flying.  If the weather is too bad
to fly some place, or I can’t fly there
because of some restriction, such
as the lack of general aviation ac-
cess to Ronald Reagan Washington
National Airport, I can drive to the
listed facility to collect my required
stamp.  Rainy days, here I come.
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W hen thunderstorm sea-
son begins this year, pi-
lots wil l  start hearing
some very important

changes in the way Air Traffic Control
(ATC) describes radar weather echoes
to pilots.  Beginning in late spring
2006, pilots will hear ATC use four
terms, “light,” “moderate,” “heavy,”
and “extreme” to describe weather
radar echoes.  Each term represents a
precipitation intensity level paired with
a dBZ range (Figure 1) to help pilots
interpret the severity of the flight con-
ditions present.  (A dBZ is a measure
of radar reflectivity in the form of a log-
arithmic power ratio [in decibels or dB]
with respect to radar reflectivity factor

“Z.”)  The four terms will be used uni-
versally in the National Airspace Sys-
tem (NAS) by approach controllers
and Air Route Traffic Control Center
(ARTCC) and Automated Flight Ser-
vice Station (AFSS) specialists.  The
decision to stan-
dardize the termi-
nology was easy to
make because the
ARTCC faci l i t ies
and many of the
terminal approach
control faci l i t ies
now have digital
radar display sys-
tems with proces-
sors that can better

determine the intensity (dBZ) of radar
weather echoes and display that infor-
mation to the controller.

Most of us are familiar with The
Weather Channel and local news and
weather broadcasts that use the

Example of Terminal Digital Radar
Weather Display (photo courtesy of AOPA)

Introducing Revised ATC Terms for Describing Radar
Weather Echoes to Pilots

by Christine Soucy and Michael Lenz

Figure 1

ATC Weather dBZ 
Radar Terms Reflectivity Levels

LIGHT < 30 dBZ(not available to ARTCC)
MODERATE 30 to 40 dBZ
HEAVY >40 to 50 dBZ
EXTREME >50 dBZ
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Doppler NEXRAD (next genera-
tion radar) WSR 88D weather
radar.  Some of you may even
use those broadcasts to sup-
plement your flight planning
and overall weather awareness.
However, there are significant
differences with how weather
information is displayed on a
controller’s radarscope and the
local news weather broadcast
depictions.  NEXRAD is de-
signed to detect and display
weather, but ATC radar sys-
tems are designed to detect
and display aircraft.  Because
the NEXRAD color coding and
16 individualized precipitation
levels can provide excess clut-
ter and possibly compromise
the abi l i ty of control lers to
safely perform their duties, dif-
ferent systems for depicting
weather radar echoes needed
to be developed for the ATC
environment. 

In air route traffic control
centers, NEXRAD data is fed
through the Weather And
Radar Processor (WARP) that
organizes the 16 NEXRAD lev-
els into four reflectivity (dBZ)
categories. (See Figure 1).  Re-
flectivity returns of less than 30
dBZ are classified as “LIGHT”
and are filtered out of the center con-
trollers’ display.  The remaining three
categories correlate to bands of dBZ
values to assist pilots in evaluating the
severity of flight conditions that might
be associated with those precipitation
returns. Therefore, the wide range of
color coding available to NEXRAD is
not available to the controller and, as

you can see in Figure 2, the ARTCC’s
WARP system does not display dBZ
levels below 30, therefore center con-
trollers will not be able to report areas
of “light” weather radar echoes. 

WARP/NEXRAD is a vast im-
provement over the Air Route Surveil-
lance Radar (ARSR) display of weather
radar echoes that center controllers

used exclusively prior to
the implementation of the
NEXRAD type weather
radars.  The ARSR dis-
plays the echoes to the
controller by indicating
“moderate” intensities
with a slash mark  “/”
and more intense areas
with the letter “H” (see
Figure 3 for an example
of an ARSR and WARP
display).  

In the approach control world, nei-
ther NEXRAD nor WARP is available.
Instead, radar weather echoes are dis-
played by the Airport Surveillance
Radar (ASR) systems using Common
Automated Radar Terminal System
(Common ARTS) or Standard Terminal
Automation Replacement System
(STARS) digital processors. The digi-
tized ASR 9 and 11 systems (and
some ASR 8 systems that have been
digit ized) paired with a weather
processor, display the four weather
radar echo intensity categories (see
Figure 1) to the controller.  Terminal fa-
cilities can and do display “light” (less
than 30 dBZ) areas of precipitation.  

Of course, there are no absolutes.
In the universe of terminal radars, the
NAS still has a few non-digital ASR
systems.  While these systems do a
good job of displaying weather radar

Figure 2

ATC Weather
Radar Terms dBZ
used in ARTCC Reflectivity Levels

MODERATE 30 to 40 dBZ
HEAVY >40 to 50 dBZ
EXTREME >50 dBZ

ARTCC Displaying both WARP/NEXRAD (color) and ARSSR (/////’s and HHHH’s) depicting moderate
through extreme precipitation

Figure 3



echoes, they lack processors that can
discern the intensity of the echoes.
These facilities will not be able to use
the terms, “light,” “moderate,” “heavy,”
or “extreme.” Controllers who work
from these displays will be able to tell
pilots the position of weather radar
echoes but will state, “intensity un-
known” because their system does
not indicate what dBZ level of reflectiv-
ity is present. 

In the world of ATC, weather radar
echoes are all referred to as “precipita-
tion” even though, technically, it is
possible the echo could be associated
with birds, volcanic ash, etc., or pre-
cipitation that is not reaching the
Earth’s surface (virga).  Controllers will
tell pilots the location of significant
areas of “precipitation” when it ap-
pears that it may affect the aircraft’s
flight path.  They will also provide as-
sistance in the form of course devia-
tions when requested by the pilot.  

Rainfall rates (i.e., inches/hour) as
they relate to intensity (dBZ) have not
been correlated with the ATC displays.
Therefore, the terms (light/moderate/
heavy/extreme) cannot be
equated/correlated to rates of rainfall
per se, at this time. Generally however,
the more intense the echo, the more

likely there is to be greater intensities
of precipitation; and when conditions
are favorable for convective activity,
turbulence and other weather hazards
should be expected. As the intensity
of precipitation increases, so too,
does the likelihood of more severe
weather conditions.  Pilots should also
remember that turbulence can be
present in areas where ATC does not
display precipitation at all.  Therefore,
pilots should always exercise care
when transiting areas of known or
suspected convective activity.

Pilots of light general aviation air-
craft should even approach areas of
“light” precipitation with caution.  A
rapidly growing thunderstorm can in-
crease at a rate of 6,000 feet per
minute!  Think of the time-lapse pho-
tographs and weather radar loops
showing bui lding thunderstorms.
“Light” precipitation could grow to
“moderate” and “heavy” levels within a
very short period of time, given the
right conditions.  The following tips are
offered to assist pilots in navigating
stormy skies safely.

• Request course deviations early.
Don’t wait until the last moment.  

• Ask for information updates as

needed. The ARTCC
WARP/NEXRAD updates every
one to six minutes.  Terminal
(ASR based) systems show near
“real time” echoes.

• Make sure the controller under-
stands what services you want.

• Maintain situational awareness
concerning your position and
the weather areas you wish to
avoid.

• Include the information that you
are on a heading assigned/ap-
proved by ATC for weather
avoidance, when you report
onto the next controller’s fre-
quency.

• Verify what additional services
ATC is providing to you.  Is it
what you need?

PIPE UP 
WITH A PIREP!

Pilot reports (PIREP) of flight con-
ditions are an invaluable source of in-
formation for other pilots and con-
trollers as well.  PIREPs should include
reports of turbulence, icing, cloud tops
and bases, intensity of rain, presence
of hail, sleet, etc.  A PIREP is often the
only source of information regarding
actual flight conditions a pilot may en-
counter.  Do your part for flight safety
and pipe up with a PIREP!

PIREP 
REPORTING FORMAT

For anyone who has never sub-
mitted a PIREP, the Aeronautical Infor-
mation Manual (AIM) explains how to
submit one, the uses of a PIREP, and
the format a pilot should use in report-
ing information.  AIM paragraph 7-1-
21, Pilot Weather Reports, is the refer-
ence.  Table 7-1-6, PIREP Element
Code Chart, explains the reporting for-
mat with the elements explained.

Christine Soucy is with FAA’s Of-
fice of Accident Investigation, Accident
Coordination Branch and Michael
Lenz is a Program Analyst in Flight
Standards’ General Aviation and Com-
mercial Division.
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Precipitation echo depiction similar to non-digital ATC display - Intensity is unknown
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I
t was a cool crisp morning.  It was a perfect day
for flying.  The wind was blowing briskly, but
would surely die down before my afternoon flight.

I could feel the excitement as I started my prepa-
rations for my last flight of the year.  Flying a new air-
plane for the first time was always a thrill.  What a
wonderful way to end an eventful year.

A good preflight is always the start of a suc-
cessful flight.  Dick Hitt, a FAA Safety Program
Manager (SPM) in the South Carolina Flight Stan-
dards District Office (FSDO-13,) West Columbia,
South Carolina, had instilled in me the importance
of taking your time and following a checklist.  I
checked the weather, reviewed the aircraft flight
manual, checked the weight and balance, and in-
spected the aircraft thoroughly.  Dick would be
proud of my thoroughness.

As early afternoon approached, the time was
right for the launch.  The wind had settled into a
gentle breeze.  Since there was no instructor avail-
able for a checkout, I would be flying solo.  Once
again I checked the weather, NOTAMS, and the
biggest “gotcha” of all, temporary flight restrictions
(TFRs).  I had a green light to go.  My adrenaline
was pumping as I advance the throttle slowly at
first and then pushed it all the way to the firewall.
The airplane was airborne instantly, catching me by
surprise.  Talk about being “behind the aircraft!”  I
was still on the ground as the plane climbed rapidly
in a right turn.  Hey, no problem!  With 35 years of
accident free flying and many thousands of hours
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My Last
Flight of
2005
by Harlan Grey Sparrow III



at the controls, I could handle it.  Much to my cha-
grin, I discovered this new airplane did not re-
spond to the flight controls like any other I had
flown before.  I quickly corrected the controls only
to discover I had overcompensated, and the air-
plane was headed for a tree.  I already had full
power and could not climb any faster.  As the
trees rushed up to the airplane, right before I hit, I
remembered what my friend Laurin Kaasa had
said, “When in doubt duck!”  Then there was si-
lence.

The next day as I recovered from my injuries,
a badly bruised ego and very battered pride, I lis-
tened to my friend, Rick Fletcher, a Designated
Pilot Examiner and NAFI Master Certificated Flight
Instructor.  Rick counseled me on my obvious over
confidence, accompanied by my lack of skill in fly-
ing this new aircraft.  Since I needed his help in
salvaging my airplane, I took my lumps with a very
weak smile.  Thankfully, Rick was able to remove

my airplane from the tree without any further dam-
age.  Some minor repairs were in order and I was
ready to fly it again.

Then it struck me!  Should I fill out a NASA
form, call Flight Service to report an accident, and
send in a report to the FAA?  After careful consider-
ation and a quick look around, to see if there were
any witnesses to the accident, I decided that none
of the above was required.

I reread the flight manual, conducted another
very thorough preflight and decided I was ready to
try it again.  After all, how hard can it be to fly a
radio-controlled airplane (RC) for the second time?

Harlan Gray Sparrow III is an Aviation Safety In-
spector in Flight Standards’ Air Transportation Divi-
sion.

Photos taken by Penni and Rick Fletcher
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Beechcraft: A-36; Imploded Tip-Tank; ATA 2810 
“(This aircraft’s...) R/H Osborne Inc. auxiliary fuel tip tank imploded,” states the technician (P/N 55000-105). “(It has

been...) determined the probable cause was a plugged vent. Guidance suggests: (1) when parked, keep the vent
capped with a pitot-like cover, (2) during preflight...open the gas cap, connect a tube to the 1/4 inch vent tube and
blow, (verifying) the vent is not plugged.” Obviously, a restricted vent should be cleared before flight. (The SDRS data
base reflects one specific entry of insects clogging this vent.)   Part Total Time: unknown.

Cessna: 172 RG; Cracked Landing Gear Actuators; ATA 3233 
(The following is a composite of three separate defect reports from the same technician on the same model—but

different aircraft.) The first submission states, “The pilot (for this aircraft) reported a side load on landing. On a subse-
quent take-off the R/H main landing gear would not fully retract. (Inspection...) found the R/H actuator (P/N 9882015-2)
cracked at the forward bolt hole.” Another aircraft produced a similar defect during a 100-hour inspection for the L/H
retraction actuator (same part number): it was not only cracked but the upper forward bolt was found sheared. The
third defect report again describes failure of another 172 aircraft’s L/H main gear to retract...and the same “...actuator
cracked at the forward bolt hole...” as the above discrepancy. (The reported part times on each aircraft’s failed actuator
were 2,893.6, unknown, and 1,407.2 hours, respectively. The SDRS data base records 28 entries related to this ATA
code since 1995.) Part Total (averaged) Time: 2,150.4 hours.

Piper: PA28 and-32; Corroded Aileron Balance Weight; ATA 5751
(The following article is published as received from the Aircraft Certification Office in Atlanta, Georgia.)
“This office received a report of a corroded aileron balance weight assembly on a 1964 Piper PA-28-235 (P/N

62369-00 or 62369-01). Based on the report and our research, the following is recommended: for those Piper PA-28
and PA-32 model airplanes that meet the applicability requirements specified in Airworthiness Directive (AD) 67-12-06,
accomplish the actions specified in paragraphs (a) through (c) of the AD for the aileron balance weight assembly. Do
this at the next annual or 100 hour inspection (whichever comes first) and repeat every annual inspection. Consider ad-
ditional inspection of the faying surface—where the assembly attaches to the aileron end-rib. More corrosion may be
found.”

(For additional information contact: W. O. Herderich, Aerospace Engineer, FAA Aircraft Certification Office, One
Crown Center, 1895 Phoenix Blvd., Suite 450, Atlanta, GA 30349. 770-703-6082.)

Schweizer: 269C-1; Improper Throttle Cable Installation; ATA 7322
(Other than slight formatting changes, the following is published as received from the New York Aircraft
Certification Office, ACO-NE170.)
“During an incident investigation, the Oakland FSDO (Flight Standards District Office) discovered the throttle control

cable linkage to the carburetor throttle bell crank assembly (P/N 269A8409) on a Schweizer Aircraft Corporation Model
269C-1 had been improperly installed. The throttle cable linkage and large safety washer were improperly placed, re-
sulting in the failure of the throttle bell crank assembly bearing and a complete separation of the linkage, which would
normally be prevented by the properly placed safety washer. Possible sources for the installation error were traced to
an outdated service manual (Schweizer 300CB Model 269C-1: Helicopter, Basic Handbook of Maintenance Instruc-
tions (HMI), Publication Number CSP-C1-2, Revision 20 dated November 20, 2003) and an illustrated parts catalog
(Schweizer Model 269C-1 Helicopter Illustrated Parts Catalog IPC, Publication number CSP-C1-6 issued May 10,

Aviation
Maintenance
Alerts
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1996). Schweizer Aircraft Corporation concurred with the FSDO findings and revised and distributed updated docu-
ments (Schweizer 300CB Model 269C-1 Helicopter, Basic Handbook of Maintenance Instructions, Publication number
CSP-C1-2, Revision 21 dated December 13, 2004 and Schweizer Model 269C-1 Helicopter Illustrated Parts Catalog
IPC, Publication number CSP-C1-6 revised December 13, 2004). In order to limit the possibility of repeating the throt-
tle linkage installation error, all operators should follow the instructions in the revised HMI dated December 13, 2004.

(For further information, contact Mr. G. Duckett, Aviation Safety Engineer, FAA Aircraft Certification Office, 1600
Stewart Avenue, Suit 410, Westbury, NY 11590. Phone 516-794-5531.)

Ack Emergency Locator Transmitter (Elt): E-01; Leaking 
Duracell MN1300 Batteries; ATA 2562

A mechanic describes inspecting an ACK ELT (emergency locator transmitter) as required by 14 CFR part 91, sec-
tion 91.207(d) during an annual aircraft inspection. “The 24 month old Duracell MN1300 batteries were found leaking,
with fluid visible in the bottom of the unit. These batteries were all dated March 2009. (I) recommend replacing batter-
ies in these type of units each 12 months or requiring a sealed battery installation.”  Part Total Time: 24 months.

Dunlop Wheel Assembly: AHA1814; Failed Tie-Bolt Nuts; ATA 3246
The submitter states, “A Raytheon Hawker 800XP...was taxing on a maintenance check at the Teterboro airport

when the (L/H) inboard wheel’s outer half separated from the inboard half. The twelve tie-bolts remained on the inboard
wheel half and (were) therefore recovered. Only four tie-bolt nuts and two washers were recovered by the Port author-
ity. An internal investigation is still ongoing, but it is suspected the tie-bolt nuts failed (P/N FN22A-524).”

Electrosystems (Starter): MZ4222; Failed Drive Splines; ATA 8011
“A pilot reported a grinding noise when the starter was engaged,” states this mechanic. “(I) removed the starter

and disassembled (it)...and found the drive splines on the armature shaft broken off. This is the second such defect
found in one month. No apparent cause (for this defect) was found.” He also describes not finding wear tolerance
measures for the drive splines in the overhaul manual. (Four similar entries for this part number are present in the SDRS
data base.)  Part Total Time: 120.0 hours.

Goodyear (Tire): 196K08-9; Molding Damage; ATA 3244
A mechanic notes apparent damage original to a freshly mounted new tire. Specific descriptions are not provided,

nor the type of aircraft. “It appears the tire was damaged in the molding process. There are two injuries in the sidewalls
of the tire, almost directly across from each other. Air escapes from the tire very slowly, until the aircraft weight is
placed on it. Even then, you have to listen closely to hear the air escaping.” (A very similar report for this particular tire
can be found in the SDRS data base.)  Part Total Time: 0.0 hours.

The Aviation Maintenance Alerts provide a common communication channel through which the
aviation community can economically interchange service experience and thereby cooperate in the
improvement of aeronautical product durability, reliability, and safety. This publication is prepared from
information submitted by those who operate and maintain civil aeronautical products and can be
found on the Web at <http://www.faa.gov/avr/afs>. Click on “Maintenance Alerts” under Regulations
and Guidance. The monthly contents include items that have been reported as significant, but which
have not been evaluated fully by the time the material went to press. As additional facts such as cause
and corrective action are identified, the data will be published in subsequent issues of the Alerts. This
procedure gives Alerts’ readers prompt notice of conditions reported via Malfunction or Defect
Reports, Service Difficulty Reports, and Maintenance Difficulty Reports. Your comments and sugges-
tions for improvement are always welcome. Send to: FAA; ATTN: Aviation Data Systems Branch (AFS-
620); P.O. Box 25082; Oklahoma City, OK 73125-5029.
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of the unit is required and pertinent in-
structions are provided. Prior to the
unit’s intended use, an operational
check must be performed in accor-
dance with applicable sections of part
91 of this chapter.”

Since updating is authorized as a
preventive maintenance item under
part 43, the part has a record keeping
requirement for preventive work.  That
requirement is specified in section
43.9 titled, Content, form, and dispo-
sition of maintenance, preventive
maintenance, rebuilding, and alter-
ation records (except inspections per-
formed in accordance with part 91,
part 125, Sec. 135.411(a)(1), and
Sec. 135.419 of this chapter).  “(a)
Maintenance record entries. Except as
provided in paragraphs (b) and (c) of
this section, each person who main-
tains, performs preventive mainte-
nance, rebuilds, or alters an aircraft,
airframe, aircraft engine, propeller, ap-
pliance, or component part shall make
an entry in the maintenance record of
that equipment containing the follow-
ing information:  (1) A description (or
reference to data acceptable to the
Administrator) of work performed.  (2)
The date of completion of the work
performed.  (3) The name of the per-
son performing the work if other than
the person specified in paragraph
(a)(4) of this section.  (4) If the work
performed on the aircraft, airframe,
aircraft engine, propeller, appliance, or
component part has been performed
satisfactorily, the signature, certificate
number, and kind of certificate held by
the person approving the work. The
signature constitutes the approval for
return to service only for the work per-
formed.”

Finally, section 43.7 lists the per-
sons authorized to approve and sign
off work on aircraft, airframes, aircraft
engines, propellers, appliances, or
component parts for return to service
after maintenance, preventive mainte-
nance, rebuilding, or alteration.  Sub-
paragraph (f) of the section says, “A
person holding at least a private pilot

certificate may approve an aircraft for
return to service after performing pre-
ventive maintenance under the provi-
sions of Sec. 43.3(g).”

• Stick and Rudder Versus
the Jetsons

I love the FAA Aviation News and
read it faithfully…best in the business!
I also detect from Dean’s articles that
he is a true pilot who loves flying.  

As for the article on FITS and TAA
by Mike Gaffney, I love the idea of
scenario-based training and am cur-
rently working to incorporate this into
our 141 school.  This is a very power-
ful technique and the new FAA focus
is very welcome.  But what is the at-
traction of a “hands folded in lap air-
craft,” especially in primary training?  I
can understand this for an Airbus that
was designed for automated flight,
not a Cessna 172.  I really like flying
too much!  The idea of programming
my plane and watching it fly some-
where seems like a nightmare out of a
Jetson’s cartoon.  This also seems
very out of sync with the new empha-
sis on “stick and rudder skills” to ad-
dress take-off and landing, as well as
maneuvering accidents.  How profi-
cient will a pilot trained in these planes
become at landing.  Will that be pro-
grammed in also?  

In my perfect world all students
would learn the first 20 hours or solo
in sport plane that requires positive
control and presents few distractions.
(And why fly around $50K in superflu-
ous avionics?)  Then as they learn to
navigate, they transition to the “star-
ship,” if desired.

Thanks for a great magazine.
David St. George, MCFI, DPE

Thanks for the complements on
the magazine.  As for stick and rudder
versus scenario-based training, there
is no right or wrong way to teach fly-
ing.  Whatever works best for you and
your students is all that matters, as
long as it is done safely. 

• GPS Update Cards

Does the FAA require any type of
record entry when a front panel-
mounted GPS unit is updated?

Name withheld by request.
Clinton, Maryland

The short answer is yes.  A
record is required with an appropriate
signature.

The requirement is based upon
Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations
part 43, Maintenance, Preventive
Maintenance, Rebuilding, and Alter-
ation.  Appendix A to part 43-Major
Alterations, Major Repairs, and Pre-
ventive Maintenance, subparagraph
(c) Preventive maintenance, item (32)
permits the updating.  Item (32)
states, “Updating self-contained, front
instrument panel-mounted Air Traffic
Control (ATC) navigational software
data bases (excluding those of auto-
matic f l ight control systems,
transponders, and microwave fre-
quency distance measuring equip-
ment (DME)) provided no disassembly

FAA AVIATION NEWS wel-
comes comments.  We may edit
letters for style and/or length.  If
we have more than one letter on
the same topic, we will select one
representative letter to publish.
Because of our publishing sched-
ules, responses may not appear
for several issues.  We do not print
anonymous letters, but we do
withhold names or send personal
replies upon request.  Readers are
reminded that questions dealing
with immediate FAA operational
issues should be referred to their
local Flight Standards District
Office or Air Traffic facility. Send
letters to H. Dean Chamberlain,
Editor, FAA AVIATION NEWS,
AFS-805, 800 Independence
Ave., SW, Washington, DC
20591, or FAX them to (202) 267-
9463; e-mail address:

Dean.Chamberlain@faa.gov
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spent 11 years in the med-
ical corps where he com-
manded a clinic, was an F-
15 physician-pi lot and
technical consultant, and
held key positions such as
Chief of Flight Medicine in
the Surgeon General’s Of-
fice. He retired from the Air
Force in 1988 with the rank
of colonel.

A graduate of the U.S.
Military Academy, Dr. Tilton
received both an M.S. and
a M.D. degree from the
University of New Mexico
and an M.P.H. from the
University of Texas.

He is board-certified by
the American Board of Pre-
ventive Medicine in both
Aerospace and Occupa-
tional Medicine. He is a Fel-
low of Aerospace Medical
Association and the Ameri-
can College of Preventive
Medicine.

DC AIRSPACE TRAINING FOR PILOTS

To help general aviation pilots understand the complexities of today’s stricter
airspace rules and reduce violations of restricted airspace, the FAA is offering
special online training for anyone who flies in or near restricted areas, especially
around Washington, DC.

This training, accessed easily through a home computer and taken at a pilot’s
own pace, provides detailed information on the requirements and procedures re-
quired to operate in the Washington, DC, Metropolitan Area Flight Restricted
Zone (FRZ), the Washington DC Metropolitan Area Air Defense Identification Zone
(ADIZ) and other restricted airspace. Pilots who complete the web-based course
and pass a 25-question multiple-choice test will receive a certificate of comple-
tion. The course is available at <http://www.faasafety.gov>.

“Very few pilots actually intend to fly into restricted airspace, but even an in-
advertent violation could have serious consequences,” said FAA Administrator
Marion C. Blakey. “Pilots are strongly encouraged to take the training to help
them understand how to avoid getting into a difficult situation.”

The training is part of a broad effort by the FAA to reduce the number of vio-
lations of Washington airspace. Since June 2004, the FAA has expanded its edu-
cational efforts with the general aviation community, including the Aircraft Owners
and Pilots Association (AOPA)/Air Safety Foundation. Highly experienced air traffic
control specialists have conducted outreach programs, including visits to flight
schools, local flying clubs, local law enforcement aviation units, and military

FAA NAMES NEW
FEDERAL AIR SURGEON

The FAA Administrator, Marion C.
Blakey, has announced that Frederick
E. Tilton, M.D., M.P.H., is the new
Federal Air Surgeon. Dr. Tilton has
served as Deputy Federal Air Surgeon
for the past six years and replaces Jon
L. Jordan, M.D., J.D. who retired last
month.

As the FAA’s Federal Air Surgeon,
Dr. Tilton oversees the Office of Aero-
space Medicine’s workforce of more
than 400 physicians, research scien-
tists, nurses, program analysts, and
legal instrument examiners, including
the prestigious Civil Aerospace Med-
ical Institute (CAMI). He also oversees
more than 5,000 private physicians
who administer FAA medical exams as
designated medical examiners. His
primary areas of responsibility include
the medical certification of airmen, in-
spection of industry drug and alcohol
testing programs, medical clearance
of air traffic control specialists, drug
and alcohol testing of FAA employees,
aerospace medical and human factors
research, and aerospace medical edu-
cation. 

“Fred’s high-caliber leadership ex-
perience and expertise in the aviation
and medical fields make him ideally
suited to be our nation’s Federal Air
Surgeon,” said Blakey.   

Prior to joining the FAA in 1999,
Dr. Tilton was the corporate medical
director for The Boeing Company in
Seattle. Under his leadership, his de-
partment received the American Col-
lege of Occupational Medicine’s pres-
tigious Corporate Health Achievement
Award as one of the best industrial
medicine programs in the nation. From
1988 to 1991, Dr. Tilton was the re-
gional medical director at Boeing’s Wi-
chita, Kansas, facility.

During a 26-year career with the
U.S. Air Force, Dr. Tilton logged 4,000
hours as a command pilot flying train-
ers, transports, reconnaissance air-
craft, and fighters. He flew a wide vari-
ety of aircraft, including the F-15, T-38,
RB-57F, C-141 and the B-47. He

Frederick E. Tilton, M.D., M.P.H (Mario Toscano photo)
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bases. As a result, the number of re-
str icted airspace violat ions has
dropped over the past year.

The training provides detailed
guidance on requirements and proce-
dures for flying in the Washington
area, as well as a review of require-
ments and procedures for operating in
other types of special use airspace.
The course assumes pilots have a
good understanding of aircraft opera-
tion, air navigation and air traffic con-
trol procedures. Most of the course’s
graphics incorporate actual navigation
charts. The FAA estimates the total
time to take the course and the test is
about an hour.

Even after completing the test, pi-
lots who intend to operate in this air-
space must file a flight plan, be in con-
tact with FAA air traffic control, and
obtain and continuously use a special
transponder identification code as-
signed by air traffic controllers, Blakey
added.

The FRZ extends approximately
15 nautical miles (about 17 statute
miles) around the Ronald Reagan
Washington National Airport, located
in Arlington County, VA, four miles
from downtown Washington. The FRZ
is not a perfect circle. The ADIZ sur-
rounds the FRZ, and extends in radius
around the three major metropolitan
airports: Reagan Washington National,
Thurgood Marshall Baltimore-Wash-
ington International, and Dulles Inter-
national. The ADIZ extends approxi-
mately 20 nautical miles (about 23
statute miles) around Dulles and Balti-
more-Washington, and 30 nautical
miles (about 35 statute miles) around
Washington National Airport.

AD FOR CESSNA MODELS 208
AND 208B AIRPLANES

On January 12 the Federal Regis-
ter published an Airworthiness Direc-
tive (AD), which the FAA adopted for
al l The Cessna Aircraft Company
(Cessna) Models 208 and 208B air-
planes. This AD requires owner/opera-
tors to install the pilot assist handle
(part number (P/N) SK208-146-2) (or

FAA-approved equivalent part num-
ber) and deicing boots on the cargo
pod and landing gear fairings (part
number (P/N) AK208-6C) (or FAA-ap-
proved equivalent part number); and
make changes to the Pilot’s Operating
Handbook (POH) and FAA-approved
Airplane Flight Manual (AFM). This AD
results from reports of several acci-
dents involving the affected airplanes
during operations in f l ight and in
ground icing conditions. We are issu-
ing this AD to provide a safe method
to detect ice, snow, frost, or slush ad-
hering to the upper wing (a critical sur-
face) prior to takeoff; and to reduce
drag in-flight by shedding ice on the
cargo pod and landing gear fairings.
Ice adhering to the upper wing sur-
face, cargo pod, or landing gear fair-
ings could result in a reduction in air-
plane performance with the
consequences that the airplane can-
not perform a safe takeoff or climb.
This AD became effective on February
22, 2006.

For more information, the Airwor-
thiness Directives can be found at
<http://www.faa.gov/mechanics/>

FRESNO WINGS WEEKEND

If you are in the Fresno, California,
area on Saturday and Sunday, April 22
and 23, you should stop by the
Fresno Executive-Chandler Airport
(FCH) on Kearney Boulevard in Fresno
for the Central Val ley’s VI annual
Wings Weekend.  The hours are from
7 am to 5 pm each day.  Sponsored
by the Fresno Flight Standards District
Office (FSDO) and the Central Valley
Aviation Association, the Wings Week-
end 2006’s free safety seminars and
available free flight instruction meet
the requirements for completing the
FAA’s Pilot Proficiency Award Pro-
gram.  The safety seminars are sched-
uled to be held in the airport adminis-
trative building.  In addition to the
seminars, local aviation vendors will
have exhibits and displays.  

The Wings Program

More commonly known as the
FAA’s Wings Program, the Pilot Profi-
ciency Award Program, as outlined in
FAA Advisory Circular (AC) 61-91H,
not only allows pilots who meet the
appropriate requirements in the AC to
qualify for one of the Pilot Proficiency
Award levels from I to XX, but suc-
cessful completion of one of the
award levels can be used to meet the
requirement of a Flight Review as out-
lined in 14 Code of Federal Regula-
tions section 61.56(e).  Volunteer flight
instructors will work with participating
pilots to complete the training require-
ments during the weekend.  The goal
is to allow pilots to complete all of the
training requirements during this one
weekend.  
Gyro-1

Scheduled to be at the Wings
Weekend, is the FAA’s Gyro-1 disori-
entation demonstrator from the Civil
Aerospace Medical Institute in Okla-
homa City.  If you think you know
which way is up, you need to stop by
the airport and take a “flight” in Gyro-
1.  You might be surprised.  Designed
to demonstrate the effects of vertigo,
the “airplane” takes you on a cross-
country flight to show you how vertigo
can effect your flight control and deci-
sion making.

Remember, a Proficient Pilot is a
Safe Pilot.  Earn your Wings in one
weekend!
For More Information

If you are driving to the airport,
according to the FAA Safety Pro-
gram’s Web site for the event, you
should take Highway 99 to Fresno
Street and then follow the signs to the
airport.  For more information about
the Wings Weekend, you can contact
Bill Campbell at 559-299-4125.  His
email is billptl@juno.com or bcamp-
bell@tbmmi.com.  The direct URL for
the FAA Safety Program’s Web site for
this event is <http://www.
faasafety.gov/SPANS/event_details.as
px?eid=9451>



Editor’s Runway
from the pen of H. Dean Chamberlain

A Reminder
Life is great this time of year.  Each year as we work on our March-April FAA Aviation News issue— we

call it our “Sun ‘n Fun®” issue because we print extra copies to send to the FAA Safety Center at Lakeland,
Florida, for distribution during the Sun ‘n Fun Fly-In®.  We start getting excited because the 2006 air show
and flying season is just around the corner.  For us, Sun ‘n Fun® kicks off the air show season each year.
This year’s dates are April 4-10.  Because Sun ‘n Fun®, is the second largest fly-in in the country—only Air-
Venture® in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, is larger—we want to highlight a special aviation reminder for our many
readers and those attending the fly-in.  

We also want to remind everyone of the phase out date of the satellite-based monitoring for those
emergency locator transmitters (ELT) transmitting on 121.5 MHz in February 2009.  As explained in my arti-
cle about personal locator beacons on page 20, if your aircraft has only a 121.5 MHz ELT after that date, in
case of an accident where your ELT activates, you will have to depend upon overflying aircraft or a nearby
ground-based receiver on that frequency to detect your activated ELT.  The solution for maintaining your
space-based satellite ELT coverage beyond that date is to upgrade to an ELT that transmits on 406 MHz.  If
you currently have or plan on purchasing a 406 MHz ELT, please be aware of the government requirement to
register your 406 MHz ELT and its code with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
as outlined in the information provided with your purchase.  You can also register your ELT online at
<www.sarsat.noaa.gov/> and click on Beacon Registration for information and forms.  That site also pro-
vides all the information you might want to learn about the satellite-based distress alerting system world-
wide.  

Buyer Beware 
In December, I decided to get serious about adding a glider instructor rating in 2006 to my other instruc-

tor ratings.  So I purchased a computer-based training disk from one of the major aviation-training publish-
ers to review the current flight instructor training information.  The package listed the software version, but
since I had no idea what was the current version, I purchased the package from my local fixed based opera-
tor (FBO).  Silly me.  I was told the publisher would provide any required update.  When I tried to update the
material online using the provided information, I received a message that the disk was out of date as well as
any update for it.  After contacting and explaining the situation to the company’s customer service, I had to
scan my receipt to prove I had only purchased the disk a few days before my call, and I had to send the
copy of the receipt to the company.  I was told an update would be sent to me.  It has been several weeks
since I was told that.  Because of the holidays, I am willing to give the company a little more time.  Then to
add insult to injury, the disk does not have the specific information for the add-on glider rating I wanted.  The
moral of this story is that in today’s computerized world, it is vital that you read and understand what version
of any software you buy, how to get any updates you may need, the time period for any free update/s, and if
you are buying to fulfill a very specialized training need, the required material is included.  As of this writing, I
may have to go back to the old-fashion training method of finding and reading the appropriate training mate-
rial.  Fortunately, I work for the organization that writes the material.  Have a safe 2006 flying season.
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